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Abstract
Critical thickness effects are utilized to achieve high fracture toughness in brittle
polymers. The postulate of critical thickness, which is: "Macroscopically brittle polymers
deform in a ductile fashion below a critical dimension" is validated for silicone
thermosets and polystyrene using novel "direct" methods by measuring failure strain in
thin films.
A discussion on polymer intrinsic deformation mechanisms is presented. Using these
intrinsic deformation mechanisms as bases, it is argued that all polymers are ductile at the
molecular level. Accordingly, it is suggested that polymer properties below a certain
length scale (defined as critical thickness) are dominated by intrinsic deformation
characteristics. Two analytical models have been developed which predict critical
thickness based on the physical properties of the polymer. The first model is based on an
energy criterion according to which crack initiation does not take place if the crack
driving force is less than the crack resistance. Such a condition for a brittle polymer is
achieved at the critical thickness. The second model is based on a mechanics criterion
according to which a minimum film thickness (critical thickness) is required for typical
fracture features like crazes to exist within it. Further, using these theoretical models as a
basis, the effect of network density, temperature and strain rate on critical thickness is
discussed. It is also shown that fracture strain is the characteristic material property to
measure film toughness.
A variety of silicone thermosets are studied to demonstrate engineering applicability of
critical thickness. The selected polymers include a commercial laminate poly-phenyl-
methyl-silsesquioxane resin, an experimental high temperature poly-methyl-
silsesquioxane resin and an optical polysiloxane resin. In addition to silicone thermosets,
polystyrene is studied as a reference polymer. A bending technique has been developed in
order to determine failure strain of thin films (on substrates) of these materials. Using this
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technique, the failure strain is evaluated as a function of film thickness. Further, from a
plot of failure strain as a function of film thickness the critical thickness is determined.
For polystyrene, a critical thickness value of approximately 0.1 pm is observed. The strain
to failure of polystyrene films below the critical thickness is >15%, a marked increase
over bulk material fracture strain (-2%). For each of the silicone thermosets, a range of
curing temperatures is investigated to determine the influence of curing temperature on
critical thickness. For the poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane resin, the optimum thin film
properties are observed when it is cured at 225°C. The critical thickness is observed to be
-5 gm with a strain to failure of -13% (bulk strain to failure <2%). Molecular engineering
of the poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane by modifying the chemical structure using
functionalized PDMS is shown to increase critical thickness to 0lm. For this PDMS
modified poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane, critical thickness values have been
determined over a range of test temperatures from -40°C to 75°C. Results indicate that
the test temperature does not influence the critical thickness. For the poly-methyl-
silsesquioxane, the critical thickness is observed to be greater than 2.51pm with a strain to
failure of 15% when cured at 250C. Two optical polysiloxane resins are studied. The
first resin, commercially called the PF-1202 resin is studied for a single cure temperature
and is observed to have a critical thickness of -0.2-0.3[pm. The properties of the second
resin, named MP-101, are studied for a range of cure temperatures. The best performance,
with 8% strain to failure and a 0.5[pm critical thickness, is observed for a 50°C cure
temperature.
Infrared spectroscopy measurements in reflection mode are carried out to compare
orientation effects in thin (below critical thickness) vis-A-vis thick (above critical
thickness) films for polystyrene, poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane and PDMS modified
poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane. It is observed that both the thick as well as thin films
do not exhibit any substantial orientation. A correlation between molecular orientation
and fracture properties cannot be made. Infrared spectroscopy has also been used to
determine the "nature" of strain (elastic or plastic) these thin films (below critical
thickness value) exhibit when stretched to values higher than their bulk counterparts.
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1 Introduction
Polymers are used extensively in many forms for structural applications, 2 optical
applications, 3 electronic applications 4 ' 5 and biomaterial applications. 6 7 The use of
polymers is increasing rapidly and in many applications they are replacing conventional
materials such as metals, 8 wood 9 and natural fibers. Polymers offer many favorable
properties including a very high strength to weight ratio, low density and ease of
processability. Research on polymers over the last several decades has been carried out to
synthesize new polymers, to improve properties l° of existing polymers and to develop
new processing" 1,12 as well as characterizations techniques. A significant area of research
has focused on making high fracture toughness polymers since many synthetic polymers
are brittle in their natural form.
In this thesis, the phenomenon of critical thickness is studied. Critical thickness is defined
as an absolute thickness dimension below which a macroscopically brittle polymer
deforms in a ductile manner. The existence of critical thickness in polymers has been
postulated recently. 3' 14 Critical thickness effects can be used as a means to achieve high
fracture toughness in polymers. Critical thickness is postulated to be a fundamental
material property'3 and is therefore applicable to all polymers, thermoplastics or
thermosets. In order to demonstrate applicability of the critical thickness phenomenon,
silicone thermosets' 5 are selected. Silicone thermosets are extremely brittle and arguably
the most difficult to toughen amongst all polymer classes. The anticipated outcome of
this thesis is two-fold. The first goal is to demonstrate validity of the critical thickness
1
postulate and direct it towards engineering applicability. The second goal is to improve
fracture toughness in highly brittle silicone resins.
1.1 Current Polymer Toughening Strategies
Toughened polymers16 -1 8 are used in several applications including structural materials, 19
engineering plastics, matrices for fiber-composite materials 20 and several household
items. Polymer toughening is a multi-billion dollar industry with each engineering plastic
having several commercially available toughened versions.2 -27 The most common
methods to make high toughness polymers include manipulation of inherent molecular
composition, alteration of molecular structure and incorporation of second phase particles
such as rubbers,28 30 inorganic fillers31 and low molecular weight plasticizers. 32 These
toughening methods have tremendously broadened the use of many polymers. Some
examples of toughened polymers are rubber toughened epoxy resins,21 22 plasticized
polyvinylchloride, 23 high impact polystyrene (HIPS), 24 polymethylmethacrylate 25 ' 26 and
polycarbonate. 2 7
From a micromechanical standpoint, the primary reason for toughening a polymer is to
improve its resistance to cracking 6 without significantly decreasing other important
mechanical properties like modulus and tensile strength. Resistance to cracking within a
material is exhibited when either of the following two conditions is met: first, that no
cracks initiate and second that if cracks are already initiated, they do not propagate. In all
existing toughening techniques the second methodology, i.e. inhibition of crack
propagation, is utilized to improve toughness of polymers. In this section, a brief review
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of the physics of crack propagation is presented. Further, various possible methods
currently used to inhibit crack propagation in polymers are discussed.
Crack growth within polymers has been studied extensively. 33 ' 34 Models for crack
growth can be derived using two methods: one based on mechanics3 5 and the other based
on energy analysis.3 6 Over the last several decades these models of crack growth have
been refined to a great extent. This refinement results from a continuous improvement in
the experimental methods devised to substantiate these models. The model of crack
propagation which is discussed below is obtained using a principle of potential energy
minimization. Accordingly, the criterion for brittle fracture can be stated as: "the
potential energy of an elastically strained body is reduced by the introduction of a crack."
Based on this criterion, the generalized mathematical expression for the stress ()
required to create a crack surface is:
2EG
= 12EG Equation 1-1
where E is the Young's modulus, G is the sum of energy dissipated per unit area of crack
growth and 'a' is the crack length.
Inhibition of crack propagation in polymers can be achieved in several ways, the most
utilized of which is introduction of rubber particles. 2 8' 29 Rubber particles provide an
additional stress dissipating mechanism within the system. Mechanistically, addition of
these particles allows blunting of the crack tip and therefore inhibits crack growth.
Extensive literature is available which document use of rubber toughening in a variety of
*Since both the energy and the mechanics methods provide equivalent results, it is sufficient to elucidate
the result from either one for review purposes.
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polymers. 28, 29 Rubber toughening can be used provided two conditions are met. First, the
polymer matrix needs to have a certain intrinsic ability to deform plastically. Second, the
rubber and matrix materials system should be such that adhesion between them is strong
so that other mechanical properties like modulus and strength are not adversely affected.
When the matrix does not have the ability to plastically deform it needs to be modified by
chemical means, a process akin to changing molecular architecture. Thermoset materials,
for example silicone resins3 7 and certain epoxy resins38 fall under this class of polymers
requiring molecular architectural modification to be used for practical applications. In
another toughening approach, plasticization,3 2 a compatible organic liquid is added within
the matrix to provide more free volume within the polymer. Plasticization has been used
most commonly in polyvinylchloride. Other less prevalent methods like cold drawing 39
and phase transformation toughening4 0 are material specific and not widely used.
Although abundant literature exists on the subject of polymer toughening and the above
described methods have been used successfully for commercial applications there are still
several limitations. First, all the above techniques are material specific since polymer
modification is required either at the molecular level or through a physical inclusion. The
process of polymer modification requires knowledge of materials chemistry since any
chemical or physical moieties added to the matrix need to be compatible with it. To
devise such methods is extremely challenging, requiring substantial research efforts for
each polymer which needs to be toughened. In addition, modification of a material may
lead to undesirable consequences such as reduction in Young's modulus or yield strength.
Second, explanations of toughening mechanisms are usually retrospective and primarily
based on microscopy of fracture patterns. These explanations are usually qualitative.
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Therefore development of well defined and generalized polymer toughening rules is
severely hindered. Finally, the current techniques focus primarily on inhibition of crack
propagation to achieve toughness and not on complete crack elimination. Based on the
above information, a new approach to polymer toughening which minimizes material
specificity and therefore can be easily applied to brittle polymers would be of much
interest.
1.2 Critical Thickness
Until recently, toughness mechanisms and models have been based primarily on
macroscopic analyses rather than a bottom-up approach utilizing a molecular level
understanding. The first significant advancement in understanding toughness from a
molecular point of view is based on experimental work by Kramer.4 ' These experiments
have focused on deformation within localized regions called crazes. It has been
established that the deformation in these localized regions for polystyrene (the polymer
chosen for experiments) is at least an order of magnitude higher (>100%) than the bulk
material fracture strain value (-3%). However, at this stage, understanding of molecular
level toughness had not been envisioned as a means to improve macroscopic toughness.
Taking a cue from these results, VanderSanden13 postulated the existence of a critical
thickness, which is a major advancement in linking molecular level toughness to
macroscopic fracture properties. In this postulate, the possibility of utilizing high
localized molecular strain levels, for example >100% for polystyrene, as a method to
increase macroscopic toughness has been recognized. According to this postulate critical
thickness is defined as an absolute thickness dimension below which a macroscopically
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brittle polymer no longer exhibits brittle fracture and instead deforms in a ductile fashion.
Such a brittle to ductile transition would be observed in one, two or three dimensions.
Considering the 1-D case, a film which may be infinitely large in two dimensions and has
a thickness less than the critical thickness would undergo ductile deformation. Naturally,
this example can be extended to two and three dimensions. Below the critical thickness,
strain localization is believed to be absent and therefore the inherent deformation capacity
of the polymer is realized. In contrast, the same material in bulk form does not realize its
inherent deformation capability since fracture is dominated by cracks which are
energetically favorable at low strains.
Indirect experimental results indicate that the critical thickness value for polystyrene is
-0.1l Im."3 , ' 4 Further, VanderSanden and co-workers, in a series of publications,42 ' 47
discuss several aspects of the critical thickness phenomenon both using analytical models
and experiments. Polystyrene has been used extensively for these experiments. Limited
experiments have been carried out on thermoset epoxy materials as well, although a
conclusive value of critical thickness for these epoxies has not been determined. 43
The "critical thickness" postulate and the experimental work carried out to validate and
analyze the various aspects of it, provides a foundation for the possible engineering use
of critical thickness to achieve high toughness in polymers. However, limited research
work on critical thickness has been reported since VanderSanden's investigations in the
mid 1990's. Krupenkin presents 48 49 a detailed theoretical analysis on two dimensional
crazing in polystyrene which is helpful to understand the physical origin of critical
thickness. Further experimental work has not been reported.
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Although use of critical thickness methods can potentially improve toughness in
polymers, the engineering use of it requires overcoming of several challenges. First,
direct methods to test for critical thickness have to be devised. In previous experimental
methods, critical thickness is defined based on locally thinned regions achieved in bulk
polymers by making multilayers or through addition of core-shell particles. Direct
investigations to determine critical thickness on thin films have not been carried out till
now. Critical thickness investigations in thin films require evaluation of film fracture
toughness properties. Since measurement techniques for thin film fracture toughness and
failure strain are not well developed, a simple and reliable film toughness measurement
process needs to be developed. The second major challenge is to devise methods to
increase critical thickness values to levels suitable for thin film production. For example,
while a 0.1 m ductile film of polystyrene is scientifically significant, producing it may
not be possible. If critical thickness can be increased to -5[tm, the use of critical
thickness concepts to make high toughness polymers for commercial applications can
become a reality because thin film manufacturing at the 5m and above length scales is
feasible. Several applications of such films can be envisioned: multilayer materials,
fibers, optical materials and structural plastics.
From a materials engineering perspective, application of critical thickness approach may
be more useful in a thermoset than a thermoplastic. Thermosets (crosslinked) as opposed
to thermoplastics, are extremely brittle with a strain to failure value of <1%. In fact, there
is no known thermoset in bulk form which has a strain to failure value reaching even
2-3%. In contrast, several bulk thermoplastic materials are ductile in their non-modified
state. An example is polycarbonate. Therefore a choice of non-modified ductile
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thermoplastics is available. For thermoset polymers, on the other hand, toughening is a
necessity. A new method which would allow thermosets to achieve a high strain to failure
would therefore be extremely useful. A variety of silicone thermosets are being studied to
validate as well as capitalize on the critical thickness phenomenon. In addition,
polystyrene is being studied as a reference polymer.
1.3 Silicone Resins: Introduction
Silicone polymers are unique materials which combine heat and chemical resistance of
inorganic glass with versatility of plastics. In contrast to their organic counterparts, which
are long chain carbon molecules, silicone polymers have a silicon-oxygen backbone. The
silicone polymers are set apart from carbon polymers by their excellent thermal and
oxidation resistance. These superior properties are a consequence of the chemical nature
of the backbone. The silicon-oxygen bond is slightly stronger than the carbon-carbon
bond leading to excellent thermal stability. Moreover, the silicon-oxygen bond is inert
and therefore provides high oxidation resistance. Given their novel properties, silicone
materials have been studied extensively (primarily in industrial research laboratories) and
put to use for several applications.
There are two categories of silicone polymers: linear and branched. Commercially, over
90% of the worldwide production of silicones is in linear form. Linear silicones have
found applications as silicone oils (low molecular weight) and rubbers (high molecular
weight). These linear silicones are used for several applications as lubricants, mold
release agents, mold materials and fiber adhesives. A common example of a linear
silicone is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).
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In contrast, branched silicones, often denoted as silicone resins, are highly crosslinked
brittle materials. Silicone resins have been utilized to a limited extent as coatings, 50' 51
insulation materials for electrical motors, 52 inter-layer dielectrics 53 and ceramics
pre-cursors. 54 All these applications in which silicone resins are currently being utilized
do not primarily require good mechanical properties. As structural materials, silicone
resins, have found limited use because of their low fracture toughness and low resistance
to crack initiation and propagation.
Silicone resins are also called polysilsesquioxanes. Polysilsesquioxanes have a chemical
structure which can be represented by (RSiOm/2)n where R can denote an H (hydrogen),
alkyl group or a phenyl group. The value of m can be two, three or four* with n>l.
Typically, silicones containing the Methyl silsesquioxane (MeSiO3/ 2) group, phenyl
silsesquioxane (PhSiO3 /2) group and hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSiO3 /2) group are
industrially important. These resins are obtained from hydrolization of
oraganotrialkoxysilanes, dialkoxysilanes and tetraalkoxysilanes or a combination of these
depending on the eventual desired chemical structure. The crosslinking in these
molecules can take place in a number of ways through heat initiation or as a consequence
of a condensation reaction. Typical crosslinking reactions are described below:
-Si-OH + R-O-Si- - Si-O-Si + HOR R is an (H or alkyl) group
-Si-CH=CH 2 + H-Si- - -Si-CH 2-CH 2-Si-
The poor mechanical properties of silicone resins have been ascribed to the weak
inter-chain physical interaction between chain segments as well as the large inter-chain
*m=2 is called a D unit, m=3 is called a T unit and m=4 is called a Q unit.
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distance. In order to increase modulus in silicone resins, a relatively high crosslink
density is required. In turn, the high crosslink density makes the silicone resin extremely
brittle. As an indication of brittleness, the fracture toughness of the toughest
commercially available silicone resin is half that of the most brittle epoxy.3 7 ' 55 Further,
limited data is available on physical and structural properties of these resins. Besides the
standard mechanical properties, like Young's modulus and yield stress, other information
like surface tension and details of structural parameters is almost non-existent.
Recently, a Phase-I/Phase-II technique3 7' 55-57 has been successfully used to improve
fracture toughness of silicone resins. The Phase-I/Phase-II approach3 7 is based on the
polymer toughening strategies described previously in Section 1.1. Phase-I refers to
improvement in the intrinsic deformation ability of the matrix through molecular
architecture modification whereas Phase-II refers to inclusion of rubber particles within
the silicone matrix. Using PDMS as an additive for both Phase-I and Phase-II, the
fracture toughness of a commercial poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane resin (4-3136) is
shown to improve from 0.25 MPa mi/2 to 0.55 MPa ml/2.3 7 55 For another experimental
poly-methyl-silsesquioxane (Methyl-T) resin the fracture toughness value is shown to
improve by a factor of approximately 1.5 by similar incorporation of PDMS.5 7 The
toughness properties of another resin (X1-2672) have also been improved using similar
methods.56 The Phase-I/Phase-II toughening methods have allowed the possibility of
silicone resins to be considered for structural applications although the toughness of these
materials is still very low.
In this thesis, the critical thickness approach will be applied to several of these silicone
resins. Although, the Phase-I/Phase-II approach provides for an increase in the fracture
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toughness of silicones, the maximum increase that can be achieved is limited to a factor
of approximately two. In essence, even after application of the Phase-I/Phase-II
techniques on these resins, they still qualify as brittle materials. The critical thickness
method provides for a different approach to increase fracture toughness. Through this
approach, these materials are envisioned to reach a ductile state thereby leading to a
substantial increase in fracture toughness. Such a result would provide a totally new
outlook to the application potential of silicone resins. Three different silicones are being
studied in this thesis, a poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane (4-3136), a poly-methyl-
silsesquioxane (Methyl-T) and an optical polysiloxane resin (C-resin).
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is presented in seven sections followed by the conclusion. Chapter 2 gives an
overview of critical thickness. First, a discussion on intrinsic deformation mechanisms of
polymers is presented. The two intrinsic deformation mechanisms which have been
discussed are extension of fibrils in crazes within glassy polymers and theoretical draw
ratio. Second, two analytical models are described, one based on an energy approach and
the other being a mechanics based model. Using these models, influence of temperature
and strain rate on critical thickness is also examined. Next, a discussion on fracture strain
is presented since it is the characteristic property used to evaluate toughness in a thin
polymer film. Finally, in this chapter a review of two previous indirect methods of
measuring critical thickness is presented.
Chapter 3 describes experimental methods used in this thesis. First, a brief description of
thin film sample preparation methods is provided. Next, a description of bending as well
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as extension experiments used to determine critical thickness is presented. Following
these methods, secondary structural and physical properties are listed. These physical
properties include network density, molecular composition, molecular orientation and
glass transition temperature. They are being discussed in order to understand whether a
change in these properties as a function of thickness can be correlated to the brittle to
ductile transition observed at the critical thickness.
Chapters 4-8 are on test results. Chapter 4 is on polystyrene which is the reference
polymer. Thin film fabrication conditions are described, followed by bending test
observations, critical thickness results and infrared spectroscopy results. In Chapter 5
results are presented for a poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane resin which is
commercially used as a laminate binder. This poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane is the
main focus of this study. For this resin, first the thin film fabrication methods are
described, followed by critical thickness test results and infra red spectroscopy results.
Chapter 6 describes molecular engineering methods as applied to the poly-phenyl-
methyl-silsesquioxane resin. A PDMS is added to the neat resin to achieve molecular
modification. Thin film fabrication methods and bending test observations for the
modified resin are presented. The effect of test temperature and PDMS concentration on
the critical thickness value is also studied. Chapter 7 presents thin film fabrication
conditions and critical thickness results for a methyl-T silsesquioxane resin. This resin is
a high temperature experimental silicone thermoset. In Chapter 8 two commercially
available optical coatings (C-resins) are studied. Thin film fabrication conditions are
described followed by critical thickness results.
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2 Critical Thickness: Review and Models
For polymers which are macroscopically brittle, critical thickness 13 is defined as an
absolute dimension at which a material undergoes a brittle to ductile transition. Below
critical thickness, the toughness properties of a polymer are dominated by intrinsic
deformation behavior of the material. In contrast, toughness properties of bulk materials
are governed by extrinsic fracture features like crazes and cracks. In this chapter, polymer
intrinsic deformation mechanisms as relating to critical thickness are examined. Two
analytical models for critical thickness are presented. Next, influence of network density,
temperature as well as strain rate on critical thickness is reviewed. Finally, physical
properties for critical thickness evaluation as well as previously used indirect
measurement methods' 3 for critical thickness are discussed. Although the discussion is
generalized and applicable to all brittle polymers, certain material properties of
polystyrene are used to facilitate understanding. Polystyrene is chosen as a representative
polymer since extensive information on its physical and structural properties is already
available. Moreover, the majority of critical thickness experimental work which has been
conducted previously is on polystyrene.
2.1 Basis for Critical Thickness
Critical thickness has been postulated based on molecular level ductility, which is a
consequence of the intrinsic deformation ability of a polymer. These intrinsic
deformation mechanisms are reviewed below. This discussion is primarily qualitative,
emphasizing the conceptual basis for a critical thickness.
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2.1.1 Natural Draw Ratio
Typically used to describe the fiber formation process in semi-crystalline polymers, the
natural draw ratio 58 59 quantifies extensibility of a material. The draw ratio () can be
expressed as:
L Equation 2-1
where Lo is the original length of the polymer or fiber and L is the length upon extension.
Using principles similar to fiber drawing of semi-crystalline materials, toughness in
amorphous polymers can be related to the tensile deformation as predicted by the draw
ratio. A theoretical maximum draw ratio (,m) of a polymer strand,41 assuming no
occurrence of chain slippage is given by:
l_
2max = d Equation 2-2
where e is the chain contour length and d is the root-mean square end-to-end distance.
After a series of straightforward transformations are applied to Equation 2-2, 41 the draw
ratio can be represented as a function of physical parameters of the polymer:
1/2 1/210
2max - 2 Equation 2-3kM V?2
where p is the density, NA is Avogadro's number, lo is the average projected length of the
polymer chain, Mo is the molecular weight, k is a constant and ve is the entanglement
density.
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The theoretical value of draw ratio for amorphous polymers can be as high as 4
(corresponding to an engineering strain to break of 300%), 6° as calculated for a
polybutylstyrene. For a densely crosslinked thermoset network, the theoretical value of
the draw ratio can be as high as about 1.2 (corresponding to an engineering strain to
break of about 20%).6 1 In practice, however, experimentally measured strain to failure
values are much lower, with polystyrene sustaining a maximum 1-3% strain and
thermosets sustaining a maximum 1% strain. The explanation for this discrepancy is
attributed to the localization of strain within specific deformation regions.6 2 63 Extensive
study of the two commonly observed localized deformation regions, crazing6 2 and shear
yielding,63 which occur during brittle fracture have been carried out in the past.
As opposed to a bulk polymer, where fracture properties do not match up to the draw
ratio, at reduced lengths scales i.e. below a "critical thickness" it is conceived13 ' 14 that the
draw ratio may be of significance in determining fracture properties. Extension values
comparable to the draw ratio may be achievable below the critical thickness.
2.1.2 Extension of Fibrils in Glassy Polymers
Craze formation is one of the two main deformation mechanisms in polymers. These
craze structures form within a polymer upon tensile deformation (Figure 2-1(a)). Crazes
eventually lead to cracking. A craze structure schematic is presented in Figure 2-1(b).
Crazes develop in a plane perpendicular to the principal deformation axis. The strain in
the material is localized within the craze. The craze is surrounded by unstrained polymer
*The other deformation mechanism in polymers is called shear yielding. 63 It has been proposed that
crazing occurs in polymers with network density values less than 9x 1025chains m-3. Polymers with network
density values above 9x102 5chains m3 deform primarily by shear yielding. Since the scope of the
discussion is limited to extension values achieved within craze structures, a discussion on shear yielding or
a comparison between shear yielding/crazing is not particularly relevant and is therefore not presented.
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which is in its random coil state. Within the craze, load bearing fibrils exist as depicted
in Figure 2-1(b). These load bearing fibrils distinguish a craze from a crack. The size as
well as the number of fibrils present within a craze depends on the specific polymer and
the amount of stress applied. For example, in polystyrene a typical fibril diameter is in
the 5-20 nm range.64 The typical size of an entire craze can be on the order of several
micron.
Experimental studies using optical densitometry as well as transmission electron
microscopy indicate that a very high extension4 1 60 is achieved in the craze fibrils prior to
craze rupture. These experimentally measured fibril extension values are comparable to
the theoretically estimated draw ratio (Section 2.1.1) for several thermoplastics and
thermosets.4 1' 60In polystyrene, for example, the fibril extension value is experimentally
determined to be approximately 200%.
If strain within the polymer can be delocalized, ductility can be obtained. Such
delocalization can be anticipated to occur at reduced length scales i.e. in thin films or
ligaments. At these length scales, the deformation mechanisms operative under tensile
deformation can differ from the bulk deformation mechanisms.4 8 49 For example, crazes
(several micron in size) which are found in bulk polymer may not occur in a film or
ligament of the same material in which the thickness is below the typical craze length
scale. Therefore it has been postulated that localization phenomena will become absent in
polymers when a certain "critical thickness" value is achieved.
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2.2 Analytical Models
In this section two analytical models for critical thickness are presented. These models
predict a critical thickness value based on the physical properties of the polymer.
Although these models are not very exhaustive, they capture the essence of the critical
thickness phenomenon. The first model utilizes an energy based approach whereas the
second model utilizes a mechanics based approach.
2.2.1 Thin Film Energy Approach
In this approach to model critical thickness in thin films, a linear elastic fracture
mechanics analysis is followed. An energy based model for critical thickness in polymer
ligaments has been presented previously by Vander Sanden.' 4 42 The fundamental basis
for the model presented below as well as the one developed by Vander Sanden is same:
brittle failure in a polymer can occur only if the stored elastic energy within the material
is larger than the amount of energy required to create brittle fracture. For the purpose of
this analysis, it is assumed that cracking is the only failure mode within the film.
The two key parameters6 5 for this analysis are crack driving force (G) and crack
resistance (f). The crack driving force is a measure of reduction in elastic energy with
advancement in crack. The crack resistance is a measure of energy required to advance
the crack. Crack growth is energetically favorable only when the crack driving force
equals the crack resistance. An excellent review of the details of crack growth within thin
films has been presented by Suo.6 5
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Consider a film (infinitely large in two dimensions) with a thickness h atop a substrate.*
When a sufficiently high tensile force is applied on the film, a crack will be generated.
This crack will start from a flaw within the film. In film thickness direction, the crack can
only traverse, at maximum, the film thickness. Laterally the crack length can be several
times the thickness of the film. A lateral crack, also called as a channel crack, will only
stop extending once it reaches the film edge. Although to model the entire film
morphology which includes cracks of various sizes and different growth rates is fairly
difficult, it is worthwhile to consider the crack originating from the largest pre-existing
flaw. The crack driving force (G)6 5 is given by:
A(1- Vf 2 )' ac
G = Equation 2-4
Ef
where vf is the Poisson's ratio, is the applied stress, a is length of the largest
pre-existing crack, Ef is the Young's modulus and f8 is a shape dependent numerical
coefficient. This pre-existing crack grows when the crack driving force equals the crack
resistance which can be mathematically expressed as:
/(1- vf 2 )2ac
Ef - ` Equation 2-5f
Therefore a certain minimum stress is required in order for a lateral crack to form. When
the pre-existing crack size is comparable to the film thickness, i.e. a = h, the driving force
will attain a value given by: 65
A(1G-vf 2)a2h
G = Equation 2-6E/
* The case of a film-substrate system is considered to reflect the experimental work which has been carried
out. To apply this analysis to a free standing film further modifications are required.
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Since the largest crack driving force has been considered, it follows that no cracks will
form under the following condition:
Pf(1- V 2 )c2hA(vf 2 ) < rf Equation 2-7
Ef
In order to obtain a critical thickness value, the stress () is replaced by the yield stress
(ay) of the polymer in Equation 2-7. The term h, in the above expression, will therefore
become the critical thickness hc. The rationale in imposing this condition is that ry is the
highest stress state which the polymer can possibly attain. Therefore the expression for
critical thickness becomes:
h, = E Ff Equation 2-8
P(1 - V 2 )f
Crack resistance can be represented as a sum of terms, each of which independently
contributes to it. The major contributions for crack resistance arise from surface energy
and polymer backbone bond energy. A term for the work of plastic deformation may also
be added. The surface energy can be represented by a Van der Waals term ()); the
polymer backbone bond energy can be represented by a kve 1/2 term where k is the
polymer backbone bond energy (the value of k, is similar for all polymers) and ve is the
network density; the work of plastic deformation can be denoted by op.* Crack resistance
is therefore given by:
rf = + + Equation 2-9
In this thesis only y and klvel /2 terms are considered for purposes of calculation of the crack resistance. (Pp
has not been used in calculation of crack resistance since an accurate estimate for this term is not available.
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Combining equations 2-8 and 2-9, the critical thickness is given by:
h c =(+ klv 2+ )Equation 2-10
If the value of the film thickness is below the critical thickness (h) brittle fracture will
not occur; whereas for film thickness values above the critical thickness brittle fracture
will occur.
For polystyrene, taking (y= 0.04 J/m2),' 0 (kl = 7.1 X10 -15 J chain -'/2 m-l/2), 4 1 (Ve = 4 X10 25
chains/m3),66 (E = 3.3 GPa), l° (vf = 0.38),10 ( = 80 MPa) l ° and assuming /B = 1 the
value of the critical thickness as predicted by Equation 2-10 is -0.05 m.
2.2.2 Mechanics Based Approach
This model utilizes a mechanics based approach. A physical model for a craze structure is
depicted in Figure 2-2(a). Such a craze feature within a polymer is formed on the
application of a tensile stress (S). Typically, in a craze, a series of voids are created
(length of void = fL) which are interspersed with craze fibrils (diameter = D). The void
shape is modeled as a rectangle with two semi-circular ends (r = fil2). The active zone
represents the craze boundary of a finite thickness (a).
To calculate critical thickness an assumption is made according to which a minimum of
two craze fibrils and one void need to exist for a craze to form (Figure 2-2(b)). A
variation* of the model presented below has been earlier published by VanderSanden.14
*In the model developed by VanderSanden, critical thickness calculation is based on the assumption that
two craze fibrils and two voids exist within the craze structure.
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According to this model, the critical thickness (Hc)* can be computed as (Figure 2-2 (b)):
H, = 2a + 2D + fL Equation 2-11
The value of 'a' can be determined experimentally. 67 For fL and D an analytical
expression needs to be developed. For this purpose, the craze growth velocity (vc) is
considered. The craze growth velocity 41 is directly proportional to the pressure gradient:
vc (length Equation 2-12
where AP is the pressure difference between the hydrostatic tension in the active zone
(op) and the void (). 68 Therefore the pressure gradient can be mathematically
represented as:
AP _o -v
Equation 2-13length (ft/2)
Here it is assumed that the pressure gradient is achieved over a thickness which equals
the radius of the semi-circular region of the void. The hydrostatic tension in the active
zone can be related to the tensile stress as:
o = S Equation 2-14
where pf is a constant which is nearly equal to 1. The hydrostatic tension in the void is
found by using a capillary relation:
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V = f 2 Equation 2-15f,/2
'He' is used to denote critical thickness in Section 2.2.2. In the energy based model (Section 2.2.1) 'hc' is
used to denote critical thickness. Although both 'He' and 'hc' denote critical thickness, different
terminologies in the two sections are used for clarity.
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where F is the surface tension of the polymer.
Based on the above Equations, the craze growth velocity can be given by the following
functional form:
2F
Vc o fL2 Equation 2-16
fL /2
In order to proceed further, an additional constraint is added. To define critical thickness
fL is calculated for the fastest going craze. The fL value for the fastest growing craze is
evaluated by an algebraic minimization of the craze growth velocity (vc) with respect to
the width of the void (fL):
c = 0 Equation 2-17
df,
Therefore,
2AS 16F2L/ 16 j =L 0 Equation 2-18
where fL* denotes the width of the void within the fastest growing craze. Solving
Equation 2-18 one obtains:
fL = 8J' Equation 2-19
PS
Further, S is taken equal to the maximum attainable stress i.e. the yield stress (y). The
value of D can be calculated according to the following expression:
(fL + D)= DAY Equation 2-20
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where is the maximum draw ratio.
Simplifying and solving for D, one obtains:
D = fL Equation 2-21
(A - 1)
Finally, combining Equations 2-11, 2-19 and 2-21, critical thickness value is obtained as:
H, =2a + (l 2 Equation 2-22
For polystyrene, (a = 25nm),6 7 (F = 0.04 J/m 2 ), 10 (ty = 80 MPa),' ° and ( = 4)41 and
assuming (f = 1), results in a critical thickness value of--0.06[tm.
This model is only applicable to polymers which undergo crazing. Therefore this model
is not applicable to thermosets since they do not deform by crazing. The two models
certainly have different mathematical forms; however, both these models serve as a good
first approximation of critical thickness.
2.3 Critical Thickness as Influenced by Physical Parameters
In this section the influence of network density (intrinsic variable) and the influence of
temperature as well as strain rate (extrinsic variables) on critical thickness is discussed.
2.3.1 Influence of Network Density
Based on the analyses presented in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, critical thickness is
shown to be a function of the network density.* In this section, through a quantitative
*Network density has a different definition for thermoplastic and thermoset polymers. For thermoplastics,
network density is the polymer entanglement density whereas for thermosets it is the crosslink density.
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approach, the effect of network density on critical thickness is discussed. A review on
this subject has been presented in previous publications.14' 42, 43
First, the influence of network density (ve) on the draw ratio () is studied. Below the
critical thickness length scale, the draw ratio can be considered to represent the
elongation to failure. The Equation describing the draw ratio as a function of network
density has been derived in Section 2.1.1 (Equation 2-3) and is again stated below:
p 1/2N1210
AOxnard = P VoEquation 2-23
~m~ = kMov/"----1/2
From this Equation, it is seen that the draw ratio is inversely proportional to the square
root of the network density.
Next, the influence of network density (e) on the critical thickness (hc) is represented
according to the relation described in Section 2.2.1 (Equation 2-10):
(y + kv?1 + Q(p)Efh ( = 2 )aE Equation 2-24/i(1 -V 2 )a2
According to this Equation, the critical thickness is a monotonically increasing function
of the network density. From the functional dependence of hc on ve in Equation 2-24, it is
seen that the relative magnitudes of (), (k Ve 2) and (p) become important in
understanding the influence of network density on critical thickness. In general for
thermoplastics, the surface energy ( is comparable to the (klve'/2) term (polymer
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Nonetheless, in relation to critical thickness, it is not necessary to distinguish between the two different
terms. In this discussion, network density is used throughout to represent both entanglement density and
crosslink density.
backbone bond energy). For thermosets, () would be much less than the (kVe'12 ) term
and the (p) term may become dominant.
Equations 2-3 and 2-10 are graphically represented in Figure 2-3(a) and Figure 2-3(b)
respectively. The network density is varied from 4x 1025 to 50x 1025 chains/m 3 which is the
typical range of values for thermoplastics. For thermosets, the network density would be
much higher, still the predicted trends are essentially the same as those for
thermoplastics.
As a function of increasing network density, the critical thickness value increases
whereas the draw ratio decreases. Considering the macromolecular nature of polymers,
these trends are not entirely unexpected. A higher network density would constrain
tensile deformation and therefore lead to a reduced value of the draw ratio. On the other
hand, the bond strength increases as a result of increasing network density which leads to
a higher value of critical thickness. In order to best utilize the critical thickness
phenomenon, the network density should be optimized so that the two desirable
properties, critical thickness and draw ratio are both at acceptable levels. Furthermore,
for thermosets a high critical thickness is anticipated since they possess an inherently
high network density. As an example, if we consider a thermoset with an extremely high
network (crosslink) density (e = 1000 x 1025 chains/m 3 ) the theoretically calculated
critical thickness is -2jim with a strain to failure of -10%.
* The physical parameter values of polystyrene are used in Equation 2-24 to make these plots. The network
density is varied while keeping these parameters fixed.
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2.3.2 Influence of Temperature and Strain Rate
Mechanical properties of polymers, in general, are significantly influenced by
temperature and strain rate.1 It is therefore useful to examine how temperature and strain
rate would affect critical thickness. A review on this subject has been presented in
previous publications. 14 45
The energy based model presented in Section 2.2.1 is considered. Critical thickness as a
function of the material properties is given by (Equation 2-10):
("+ kv 1/2 + P )Ef
h (+kv 2+ )=E Equation 2-25
In this equation, yield stress (y) and modulus (Ef) are the two parameters which can
exhibit temperature and strain rate dependent behavior. Yield stress typically has a
greater dependence on temperature and strain rate as compared to the modulus.
Additionally, since critical thickness (hc) is inversely proportional to the square of yield
stress () whereas it is only directly proportional to modulus, it is reasonable, as a first
approximation, to neglect the effect of variation in modulus as a function of temperature
and strain rate.
The yield stress dependence on the strain rate and temperature can be given according to
the Eyring theory:69
RT ) nE V Equation 2-26V AE v
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where T is the absolute temperature, is the strain rate, R is the gas constant, AE is a
constant, AE is an activation energy and v is an activation volume. According to
Equation 2-26, yield stress decreases with increase in either temperature or strain rate.
The yield stress dependence on the temperature (linear function) is greater compared to
the strain rate dependence (logarithmic function). Also, critical thickness would become
independent of strain rate and temperature under the following condition:
RT lnK << AE Equation 2-27
AEI
The plot in Figure 2-4 shows the effect of temperature on critical thickness for
polystyrene. Below room temperature the critical thickness value is constant and nearly
independent of temperature. Above the softening temperature (50C )* for polystyrene,
the critical thickness value increases substantially with increase in temperature. In
general, for thermoplastics the yield stress of a material decreases significantly below the
softening temperature. Critical thickness is therefore predicted to increase by a large
amount above this temperature. Since other mechanical properties deteriorate above the
softening temperature, the relevance of a high critical thickness at these temperatures
largely diminishes. In contrast, for thermosets a softening temperature is not very
meaningful since they are highly crosslinked. Accordingly, Equation 2-26 would predict
that the critical thickness value for thermosets varies only slightly with temperature.
Softening temperature of a material is typically 50 0C below the glass transition for a polymer (Tg). The
Tg of polystyrene is -100°C.
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2.4 Strain to Failure as a Measure of Fracture Toughness
The phenomenon of critical thickness is associated with a change in fracture properties of
a polymer. For bulk materials, fracture toughness of a material is typically quantified
using either stress intensity factor (Kjc) or percentage strain to fracture. Typical ASTM
standards exist to measure the stress intensity factor as well as the strain to fracture for
bulk materials.* However, for thin films no such universal standard exists. Quantifying
the stress intensity factor (K1i) for thin films is extremely difficult and not extensively
used. Specialized methods like nanoindentation need to be used to measure Kic for thin
films.70
In comparison to the stress intensity factor, the strain to failure is relatively easier to
quantify. In this context, it is useful to examine the influence of two characteristic
parameters, stress and strain, on fracture property measurement since fracture toughness
is a measure of the area under a stress-strain curve. As an example, in Figure 2-5, the
stress-strain plot for a brittle polymer (A) is compared to that of a ductile polymer (B).
The highest stress attained in polymer A is approximately twice that attained in polymer
B; the strain to failure value which polymer B can withstand is several times greater than
that for polymer A. The area under the stress-strain curve for material B is clearly more
than that for material A. This particular example is in general representative of the
stress-strain behavior for almost all polymers. While the ultimate stress value for most
glassy polymers is within the 50-100 MPa range and can vary by a factor of two or three,
the strain to failure value for a brittle material is approximately 1-2% whereas for a
ductile material it can reach 100% or even higher, a variation which is over two orders of
*ASTM D 5045-96 can be used to measure Ki,.
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magnitude. Clearly, the area under the stress-strain curve is dependent on the strain to
failure value and not on the ultimate stress value. Therefore strain to failure is the
characteristic property to distinguish a brittle material from a ductile one.
2.5 Bulk Methods to Identify Critical Thickness
In the past, two methods'3 ' 14 have been used to experimentally determine critical
thickness. In these methods bulk specimens are used. Critical thickness is demonstrated
by locally thinning these bulk specimens through addition of core-shell rubber particles
or by making mutilayers. Accordingly, these experimental methods are termed as
"indirect methods". This terminology also serves to distinguish them from the
experimental techniques used in this thesis. The two indirect methods are reviewed
briefly.
2.5.1 Alternating Thin Film Layers
In this method 3 ' 14 of measuring critical thickness, a multilayered sample (schematic in
Figure 2-6) is fabricated which consists of alternating layers of the polymer to be tested
with a ductile polymer. The ductile polymer is referred to as the sample testing material
and is selected such that the level of adhesion between the two polymers is minimal. The
multilayer samples can be prepared using co-extrusion methods. In co-extrusion, by
varying the proportion of the two materials as well as by a sequential process of folding
and re-extrusion a desired layer thickness can be achieved in a particular sample.
Using co-extrusion, several multilayer specimens are prepared with each specimen tuned
to a particular layer thickness. Elongation tests on these co-extruded multilayer samples
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are performed in order to measure the stress-strain behavior. Using a linear superposition
technique, the stress-strain behavior of the individual thin layers in each of the samples is
evaluated and thereby the brittle/ductile nature is qualified. The critical thickness equals
the layer thickness for the particular bulk sample at which material properties begin to
exhibit a ductile behavior. Optical microscopy can also be used to confirm rupture within
confined layers.
This technique has been used to measure critical thickness in polystyrene and a
polystyrene-polypheneylene ether blend.'3 ' 14 42 Polyethylene has been used as the sample
testing material since it has minimal adhesion with both polystyrene and polyphenylene
ether. A major drawback of using this method is the limitation on the lowest achievable
layer thickness. A lower limit exists because of the inherent nature of the co-extrusion
process. Below a certain thickness, on the order of imn, the layers tend to become
discontinuous and hence the method becomes unsuitable if critical thickness value is
lower than this limit.
2.5.2 Incorporation of Core Shell Rubber Particles
In this technique 3 ' 14 local thinning of the polymer is achieved by the introduction of
non-adhering core-shell rubber particles as a fine dispersion into a bulk specimen (Figure
2-7). The average distance between the particles (ID), which can be termed as a ligament
thickness, can be calculated using the following formula:7
ID = d [ik- -] Equation 2-28
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where d is the particle diameter, (p is the volume fraction of the particles and k is a
constant depending on the spatial rubber particle distribution. According to this equation,
on changing amount and/or diameter of particles the ligament thickness value can be
altered. In order to obtain a critical thickness value, bulk samples are prepared with each
sample targeted to a particular value of ligament thickness. Elongation tests are carried
out for the various samples to assess the stress-strain behavior and thereby qualify the
brittle/ductile nature of each of the samples. The bulk sample with the highest value of
ligament thickness for which ductile behavior is obtained defines the critical thickness.
Critical thickness for polystyrene has been estimated using this method. 3' 14
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) core shell rubber particles have been used as addition
particles for experimentation since PMMA does not adhere to polystyrene. Since this
technique relies on using an average ligament thickness to ascertain a critical thickness
value, several experimental errors in measurement can arise. Typically, the critical
thickness predicted using this method will be less than the true critical thickness. Other
limitations of this method include the requirement of obtaining suitable non-adhering
particles to carry out critical thickness measurements.
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Polymer Strands Fibrils
Figure 2-1 (a) Schematic illustration of multiple crazes formed within a polymer upon
tensile deformation. (b) Schematic of a single craze structure. The oval shape represents
the craze. The vertical lines within the craze represent craze fibrils. The craze is
surrounded by unstrained polymer strands in their random coil state. (Note: Both figures
are not to scale.)
(a) (b)
Figure 2-2 (a) A schematic model of a craze structure shows the active zone (dimension
'a'), voids (thickness fL) and fibrils (diameter D). The hydrostatic tension within the
active zone is denoted by op. The surface tension within the void is denoted by av. The
end radius of curvature of the void is denoted by r. A tensile stress S is applied on the
entire polymer. (b) Model of the smallest possible craze which can exist. Such a craze is
depicted to consist of a single void and two fibrils. The craze is bounded by the active
zone on all sides.
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Figure 2-3 Effect of network density variation on draw ratio and critical thickness. (a)
Draw ratio as a function of network density as predicted by Equation 2-23. (b) Critical
thickness as a function of network density as predicted by Equation 2-24. For both plots,
physical parameter values of polystyrene are used. Network density is varied while
keeping all other parameters constant.
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Figure 2-5 Stress-strain plots for two polymers. A represents a brittle polymer and B
represents a ductile polymer.
Figure 2-6 Schematic of multilayers made by co-extrusion. The specimen consists of
alternating layers of the polymer to be tested with a ductile polymer.
4 No.
Figure 2-7 Schematic of a bulk polymer which is locally thinned by introduction of
core-shell rubber particles. The average distance between two particles is the ligament
thickness.
3 Characterization Methods for Thin Films
In this chapter, the characterization methods used to measure thin film properties are
presented. Measurement of thin film properties at the micron length scale is a challenging
task. In the first section, the procedure used to determine critical thickness is described.
Critical thickness involves the determination of failure strains in thin films. Since pre-
existing standards for measuring mechanical properties of thin films do not exist, new
methods have to be developed. In the next section, several other polymer characteristic
properties like molecular orientation, composition and crosslink density are discussed to
assess whether these properties may possibly affect or relate to the critical thickness
phenomenon. These properties are termed as "secondary properties".
3.1 Procedure to Determine Critical Thickness
In this study, a new method to measure critical thickness is developed. Films of several
different thicknesses within a specified thickness range are fabricated using the technique
of spin coating. Next, the failure strain is obtained as a function of film thickness. From a
visual inspection of the strain to failure plot vs. the film thickness, a critical thickness is
determined. A detailed description of the sample preparation procedure, the methods of
straining films, optical microscopy techniques to determine failure strain and the method
to determine critical thickness from the failure strain data is presented in this section.
3.1.1 Sample Preparation
The thin polymer film is fabricated atop a substrate using the process of spin coating. The
spin coating method allows for fabrication of high quality and uniform thickness films.
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For spin coating, first the polymer needs to be dissolved in a solvent. Next, several drops
of the solution are poured on top of the substrate. Finally, the substrate is rotated so that
the solvent evaporates leaving behind a thin polymer film. The polymer concentration in
the solution and the rotation speed used in spin coating determine the film thickness. The
sample preparation procedure is described below:
1. Substrate Preparation: All substrates are available as large sheets in the
desired thickness (.Omm or 1.5mm). The substrates have a protective coating
on the use surface. Using standard machining tools the substrates are cut into
the requisite dimensions (-3"x 0.75"). Next, the protective coating from the
top surface is removed. The substrate material and substrate dimensions
selection criteria are discussed in Appendix A.
2. Prepare Polymer Solution: A measured amount of the solid polymer is added
to a known volume of the solvent. The polymer and solvent combination is
then allowed to mix for several hours with the aid of a magnetic stir bar to
obtain a homogenous solution.
3. Spin Coating: Spin coating is carried out using a Leybold spin coater. The
substrate is held on to the base of the spin coater using vacuum pressure. A
few drops of the solution are poured on top of the substrate. The substrate is
then rotated at the desired spin speed for a specified amount of time. The
polymer film is obtained after the rotation procedure is complete.
4. Post spin coating process: The films are processed either by vacuum treatment
(as in the case of polystyrene) or by allowing them to cure at a desired
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temperature (as in the case of the silicone thermosets). For vacuum treatment,
the films are kept within a desiccator and a standard vacuum pump is used to
apply vacuum pressure. For curing, the films are kept within a heating oven. A
Fischer-Scientific oven is used for the experiments.
3.1.2 Application of Strain on Films: Bending Technique
In order to apply a strain on the film, a bending* technique has been used. Such a
technique has been used previously to measure failure strains in metallic glasses, polymer
films and flexible electronic circuits. 72-75
First, the physics of bending of a film-substrate system is discussed (Figure 3-1). By
virtue of the bending geometry the top portion of the system will be in tension and the
bottom portion will be in compression. Within this film-substrate system, there is one
surface which sees no strain. This surface is called the neutral axis. In Figure 3-1, the
position of the neutral axis is denoted by a radial co-ordinate ro. The strain (r) at any
location (radial co-ordinate r) within the system is given by: 76
r r- r Equation 3-1
R
where R is the bending radius. The position of the neutral axis (ro) is a function of the
thicknesses and the Young's moduli of the substrate and the film. Considering the film
and substrate are of thicknesses tf and t with Young's moduli Ef and Es respectively, the
position of the neutral axis is given by:7 5
In the present experiments bending is carried out manually.
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ro =t +t+R-(t ( +ts )ll+2+X712) Equation 3-2
where / = tf / t and X = Ef / E,. In the present study, since the film thickness is much less
than the substrate thickness, j/<<1 (the highest value of Ir which has been used is 0.02).
Additionally, X < 1, since the Young's modulus of the polymer film is either comparable
to that of the substrate (in the case when a polymer substrate is chosen) or less than that
of the substrate (in the case when a stainless steel substrate is chosen). Accordingly, for
the present case the effect of q and X in Equation 3-2 is negligible and therefore one
obtains the position of the neutral axis as:
ro tf ' + +R Equation 3-3
2
Using Equations 3-1 and 3-3, the strain at the top surface of the film is:
filmtop f + Equation 3-4
The strain at the bottom surface of the film is:
film bottom= (t 'f Equation 3-5
2R)
Since tf << t in the current experiments, efilm,top 6 film,bottom. Accordingly, the strain in the
film is nearly uniform throughout the thickness of the film. The strain value which is
reported in the results sections of Chapter 4-8 is the average strain in the film given by:
.film,average = (t Equation 3-6
.flmavrae 2R
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Further, it is useful to examine how the neutral axis may shift as the bending proceeds to
higher strains and whether that impacts the accuracy of the experimental data obtained.
For this purpose, an integral form of the equation for neutral axis is considered. Along the
neutral axis, the bending moment on any film-substrate cross-section vanishes and
therefore one obtains:
fa(r)[r - rodr = 0 Equation 3-7
where the function (r) denotes the stress at a particular radial co-ordinate. As can be
seen from Equation 3-7, the neutral axis would shift upon bending if there is asymmetry
in yielding of the material on the tensile side vis-A-vis the compressive side.72 For the
present experiments, the polymer film has a thickness much less than the substrate and
does not significantly influence the bending moment. Therefore it is sufficient to consider
tensile vs. compressive behavior of the substrate and neglect the effect of polymer film
yielding. To estimate the shift in the neutral axis, a stainless steel substrate is considered
(most commonly used substrate in this study). In stainless steel, the maximum variation
in tensile vis-A-vis compressive yielding is approximately 20%.7 7 The shift in the
neutral axis, as a first approximation, is proportional to the square root of the change in
yield characteristics.75 Therefore the neutral axis would shift by approximately ± 10%.
Therefore if a mismatch in tensile vs. compressive yielding of stainless steel is present
during experimentation and for calculation purposes the neutral axis is assumed to remain
unchanged throughout the bending process, an experimental error in the measurement of
strain arises. This error can be predicted by using Equation 3-1. For the present example,
the error is 10%.
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The bending experiments are carried out by flexing the entire film-substrate system
against cylindrical metal rods. Strain is applied in increments by using metal cylinders of
progressively smaller diameters. A schematic is presented in Figure 3-2. At every level,
the film is thoroughly examined for crack initiation using optical microscopy. The lowest
strain at which cracks are identified (irrespective of crack size) is established as the strain
to failure value.
Instead of bending, an extension technique may be used to apply strain to the
film-substrate system. An Instron is used for such experiments. The relative ease of
performing the bending experiments makes then preferable to the extension experiments.
A limited number of extension experiments have been carried out.
3.1.3 Crack Identification
The process of identifying cracks using optical microscopy can be considered a
subjective exercise to a certain extent. Subjectivity can arise because the nature of cracks
varies substantially with material, thickness of films, curing temperature and strain value.
However, a carefully trained eye and substantial experience in this procedure minimizes
uncertainty in crack identification.
Most notably, the nature of cracks varies with film thickness. For films having a
thickness greater than critical thickness, the material behaves in a brittle fashion at low
strains and cracks are correspondingly large. These cracks are at times visible to the
naked eye and easily identifiable under an optical microscope at low magnifications
(100x). The typical length scale for such brittle cracks in the plane perpendicular to the
film thickness can range from 5001um to 5mm.
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On the other hand, when conducting experiments with extremely thin films which are
anticipated to crack at very high strain, the nature of the cracks changes and properly
identifying cracks becomes challenging. Cracks in thin films may be classified as ductile
and are much smaller compared to brittle cracks. The typical length scale for a ductile
crack (in a plane perpendicular to film thickness) can range from 5m to 30tm. In
addition to the difficulty associated with optical identification of small cracks another
complication arises. Since all the polymer films being studied are transparent, the
background substrate features are visible. These background features vary dynamically
with strain and become more prominent at higher strain. For example, in deformed
stainless steel the grain structure can dominate the view field during microscopy. In order
to discern cracks, the focal point has to be repeatedly brought in and out of focus of the
top surface of the film as well as the substrate. After repeated steps of bringing the film in
and out of focus, the presence of cracks is ascertained.
Furthermore, in some instances, cracks may only be present in certain isolated regions of
the films. Such localized differences are not unexpected since there can be slight
variations in the thickness of the films across the entire surface. Therefore for each step
of microscopy, several different regions are randomly selected to test for presence of
cracks. As a side note on thickness variation, one may consider what is described as "lip
formation" within a spin coated film. During a spin coating process, a small "lip" region
is formed at the edges, with a thickness much more than the inner region of the film.
Therefore there exists the possibility of variation in fracture properties at the film edge
vis-A-vis the film inner region.
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In this thesis, micrographs* of strained samples for a number of specimens are presented
to characterize failure strain. Typically, for this purpose two pictures are presented for
each sample: one showing the highest strain at which the film does not fail and the other
showing the film at the next incremental strain level at which failure is observed. These
micrographs need to be interpreted carefully in order to ascertain the presence of cracks.
Five selected micrographs are presented which serve as guideline to interpret structural
features of the film and distinguish them from the features of the substrate.
The micrograph in Figure 3-3 shows a 1.5gm polystyrene film prior to strain application.
Since the film is transparent, features of the stainless steel substrate are visible. Two
typical features are noticed, the horizontal lines and dark speckles. For experiments in
which stainless steel substrates are used, strain is applied in a direction which is parallel
to these horizontal lines on the substrate. Accordingly, the cracks will appear
perpendicular to any substrate features allowing us to clearly distinguish cracks within
films.
In Figure 3-4, an optical micrograph is shown which depicts brittle cracks in a polymer
film. This picture is of a 15pm film of engineered poly-methyl-phenyl-silsesquioxane (on
top of stainless steel substrate) strained to 2 .3 %. t Large brittle cracks which span the
entire vertical dimension can be seen. Smaller cracks are also observed. At the top left
corner, a dust particle is seen. The stainless steel substrate features are not visible.
Typically, upon deformation of a brittle film, large cracks are observed similar to ones
seen in Figure 3-4.
* In the present experiments, a magnification of 100x - 1000x has been used consistently when examining
the films under an optical microscope.
t Direction of strain application is horizontal in all pictures shown.
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An optical micrograph is shown in Figure 3-5 which depicts a single ductile crack in a
polymer film. This picture is of a 0.4gm methyl-silsesquioxane film strained to 14.5%.
Areas in the top left and the bottom right are not in focus. With the substrate being highly
bent it is not possible to bring into focus the entire field of view. In the middle portion of
the picture, several deformation features can be seen. Stainless steel grains and grain
boundaries are also observed. Some details of the grain structure can also be seen. A
magnified view of a ductile crack (-20[tm wide) within the film is shown in the inset. As
described earlier, microscopy has to be carried out extremely carefully in order to clearly
distinguish between substrate features from any cracks which may occur in ductile
polymer films at large strains.
In Figure 3-6, an optical micrograph of an extremely thin film of C-resin prepared on a
polycarbonate substrate is shown. The entire film-substrate system is strained to 7.9%.
Small cracks are observed on the right side. In the center, a large dust particle is seen.
Due to the presence of the dust particle, a circular region around it does not have a
homogenous film thickness. Cracks around this dust particle are observed to be much
larger than in the homogenous region of the film. Depending on the experiment, in
certain cases, inhomogeneous regions are selected for microscopy studies to ascertain the
presence of cracks.
In Figure 3-7, an optical micrograph of the edge region of an extremely thin (0.13gm)
polystyrene film is shown. This polystyrene film is prepared on a polysulfone substrate.
This picture depicts the lip region. In the top left area of the picture the substrate top
surface is exposed. In the bottom right the film is seen. A magnified view of the lip
region is also shown. Large cracks are observed in the lip region whereas no cracks are
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seen in the inner film region. In certain cases, observations of film edge vis-h-vis film
inner region have been used to identify critical thickness.
3.1.4 Critical Thickness Determination
Films of several different thickness values within a specified thickness range are
prepared. The bending procedure is carried out to find the strain to failure for each of the
films. A low strain to failure (0-3%) will be observed in brittle films whereas a high
strain to failure (>10%) will be observed for ductile films. The failure strain data is
plotted as a function of film thickness as obtained from bending experiments. By visual
inspection of such a plot, a critical thickness can be determined. As an example, a
schematic is presented in Figure 3-8. Three possible scenarios are considered. If for a
material, the characteristic strain to failure vs. film thickness is of the form as depicted by
plot A, it shows that the polymer is brittle across the entire range of film thickness. No
critical thickness is therefore observed. For a material with a characteristic plot of the
type B where a continual increase in strain to failure is observed, it may be difficult to
assign a critical thickness. Plot C shows a unique critical thickness. In such a plot, the
critical thickness is determined as the transition point from brittle to ductile behavior
(marked on the plot).
In these experiments, the fracture strain in the film is measured while the film is on top of
a substrate. Although the fracture properties of the polymer are not dependent on the
nature of the substrate it is important to consider the factor of film-substrate adhesion. In
order to carry out the experiments according to the bending techniques described above, a
minimal amount of adhesion between film and substrate is necessary so that the film does
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not delaminate when a strain is applied. For testing of certain polymers, multiple
substrates are used for two purposes: first, to examine any film-substrate interactions
which may affect critical thickness measurement and second to verify that the methods
being used are not dependent on the nature of the substrate. Bending experiments for
polystyrene have been carried out using stainless steel, silver and polysulfone substrates.
C-resin experiments have been carried out on stainless steel and polycarbonate.
3.2 Secondary Property Testing
It is postulated that the fracture toughness of a polymer changes at the critical thickness.
This change in fracture characteristics is ascribed to the mechanism of strain distribution
(localized vs. delocalized) and is considered to be a direct consequence of change in
thickness. However, it is possible that other physical and structural characteristics of a
polymer are modified as a result of thickness change and allow the material to access its
inherent deformation capability. In such a case, several possible scenarios exist. The
fracture characteristics of the polymer may be correlated to or partly dependent on
change in these other physical properties as well. These properties (termed as "secondary
properties") include molecular composition, molecular orientation, entanglement density
and glass transition temperature.
3.2.1 Molecular Composition (IR Spectroscopy)
This section is only relevant to thermosets. In thermoset materials, since a curing cycle is
involved during which chemical reactions take place, it may be possible that chemical
composition of the film changes with film thickness. As a result of any compositional
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changes, the fracture properties may be affected. Therefore it is useful to monitor the
composition of thermosets as a function of film thickness. Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) can be used to determine the molecular composition in a thin film.
A comparison of the specific molecular peaks in the spectra for films of different
thicknesses will indicate if there is a change in molecular composition. Molecular
compositional changes are studied in poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane and engineered
poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane. Reflection spectroscopy is used since the substrate
being used for this study, stainless steel, is not transparent to infra red radiation.
3.2.2 Molecular Orientation (Infrared Dichroism)
Molecular orientation is typically known to affect polymer properties, for example in
fibers and semi-crystalline polymers.78 For polymer films which have a thickness in the
micron to sub micron regime, in-plane molecular orientation of polymer chains may
occur. 79 Characterization of orientation in thin (below critical thickness) vis-A-vis thick
(above critical thickness) films would be of importance to test if molecular orientation
may have bearing on fracture strain.
In-plane orientation in polymer molecules can be studied by making birefringence
measurements or by using infrared dichroism techniques. In the present study, infrared
dichroism80 is used to measure orientation. The general principle g' of this technique is
that in a state of orientation the polymer light absorption characteristics are anisotropic
and therefore dependent on the polarization state of incident light. By use of infrared
dichroism techniques orientation can be measured for various chemical groups which
correspond to the absorption bands in the spectra. To qualitatively evaluate anisotropy,
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two infrared spectra are obtained, one with light polarized parallel and the other with
light polarized perpendicular to the fixed reference direction. The ratio of the optical
densities gives an estimate of the orientation. For this purpose, a dichroic ratio (R) is
defined:
R = Al Equation 3-8
A2
where Al and A 2 are the absorption intensities for a particular band in the two polarization
directions.* Molecular orientation (in a particular band) is exhibited when R A 1. For
greater accuracy in orientation calculation a dichroic difference (D)t is typically
evaluated which is defined as:
D = R - Equation 3-9
In the present experiments, reflection spectroscopy has been used since the substrate
(stainless steel) on which thin films are fabricated is not transparent to infrared radiation.
Since orientation within a material is related to directionality, appropriate measurement
geometry with proper light incidence angles needs to be used. For the reflection
spectroscopy experiments carried out, the geometry is defined using a schematic as
shown in Figure 3-9. In this figure, the three principal measurement directions are shown.
With grazing angle incident light, absorption in XZ and YZ planes is measured (for
unstrained films XZ and YZ planes are equivalent). Using a near-normal angle incident
light, absorption in the XY plane is measured. To measure in-plane molecular orientation
The inverse ratio (A2/Ai) can also be defined as the dichroic ratio.
t In this thesis, the dichroic difference has been used to assess orientation.
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in films (no strain applied), absorption measurements need to be performed in the XY
plane using near normal reflection measurements.
Infrared dichroism measurements can also be used to determine the nature of strain
(elastic or plastic) exhibited by the thin films (below critical thickness). For this purpose,
thin films are extended to high strain (strain used is 10%) and then absorption
measurements using the two light polarizations are carried out. If the nature of the strain
is elastic, orientation will be observed in the strained films. *A discussion on
measurement geometry is essential at this point. Figure 3-9 is considered. Without loss of
generality, the straining direction is chosen to be along the Y axis. Accordingly, for
orientation study, absorption measurements can be carried out in either the XY plane or
YZ plane. The XY plane is selected.
In the experimental procedure, films are prepared on top of stainless steel. When
required, the film-substrate combination is strained using an Instron. A Nicolet FTIR
instrument is used. For near normal angle incidence absorption measurements, an
accessory bench is used. A ZnSe polarizer is used for experiments. Stainless steel is used
for background spectrum collection. An experimental detail of extreme importance is that
for any particular sample, the two different polarization spectra need to be measured at
exactly the same region.80 For the present experiments, this arrangement is achieved
through measurement of the spectra (at the two polarizations) one after the other by
rotation of the polarizer by 90 degrees. Molecular orientation effects are studied in
*Time dependent effects can also be anticipated to occur in such measurements i.e. that the orientation in
the thin film can change as a function of time. Such time dependent measurements have not been carried
out due to equipment limitations. All samples are tested on the FTIR several hours after the elongation
procedure is complete.
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polystyrene, poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane and engineered poly-phenyl-methyl-
silsesquioxane for both unstrained and strained films.
3.2.3 Network Density
The relation of the network density to the critical thickness is discussed in detail in
Section 2.3.1. A change in network density as a function of the thickness can be crucial in
understanding the size scale effects on toughness of a polymer. Experimentation to
evaluate network density is extremely difficult. Typically, an estimate for the network
density is obtained by first calculating the plateau rubber modulus (G)* of a polymer and
then evaluating the molecular weight (Mc) between entanglement nodes using classical
rubber elasticity theory:
M pRT Equation 3-10
G
where p is the density, R is the gas constant and T is a reference temperature. Accurate
measurement of network density in order to map the network density changes as a
function of the polymer thickness is extremely difficult. Such experimentation has not
been carried out before and is also beyond the scope of present research.
3.2.4 Glass Transition Temperature
A change in glass transition temperature as a function of film thickness may correlate to
any effects the size scale may have on fracture properties. Extensive research is being
conducted to study glass transition temperature of thin polymeric films, particularly for
*The plateau rubber modulus is equal to the storage modulus of the polymer at a frequency where the ratio
of the loss modulus to the storage modulus is minimum.
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polystyrene.8 83 Several researchers have claimed that the glass transition temperature is
changed when the film thickness is reduced although there is no consensus on this topic.
Measurement of glass transition temperature for thin polymer films is extremely
challenging. These experiments and are not carried out in the present study.
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Figure 3-1 Illustration of bending in a film-substrate system. A cross-sectional view is
shown. The thickness of the film is tf and the thickness of the substrate is ts. The radial
co-ordinate is denoted by r. The bending radius is R. The neutral axis (radial position r =
ro) does not exhibit any strain and divides the region into two parts. The region above the
neutral axis is in tension and the region below it is in compression.
Increasing Strain
Figure 3-2 Schematic of a typical bending experiment. As the film-substrate system is
bent over cylinders with progressively decreasing diameters, the strain in the film
increases.
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Figure 3-3 Micrograph of a 1.5pm polystyrene film on top of a stainless steel substrate.
No strain is applied to the film-substrate system in this case. The substrate features(horizontal lines and speckles) are visible.
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Figure 3-4 Micrograph of a 15ptm film of engineered poly-methyl-phenyl-silsesquioxane
strained to 2.3%. The substrate is stainless steel. Large brittle cracks in the film are
observed which span the entire vertical dimension. Smaller cracks are also observed.
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Figure 3-5 Micrograph of a 0.41am film of methyl-T resin strained to 14.5%. Areas in the
top left and the bottom right are not in focus. In the middle portion of the picture, several
deformation features of stainless steel substrate are seen. A magnified view of the ductile
crack within the film is shown in the inset. The length of the crack is -20pim.
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Figure 3-6 Micrograph of an extremely thin film of C-resin prepared on a polycarbonate
substrate. The entire film-substrate system is strained to 7.9%. Small cracks are observed
on the right side. In the center, a large dust particle is seen. Cracks around the dust
particle are much larger than in other regions.
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Figure 3-7 Micrograph of film edge depicting the lip region of a 0. 13pm polystyrene
film. This polystyrene film is prepared on a polysulfone substrate. The entire film-
substrate system is strained to 4.8%. In the top left area of the picture the substrate top
surface is exposed. In the bottom right the film is seen. In the lip region, which is much
thicker than the film, several large cracks are observed. No cracks are observed in the
film inner region. A magnified view of the lip region is also shown.
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Figure 3-8 Schematic of typical failure strain vs. film thickness plots. Plot A depicts
fracture strain for a highly brittle polymer. The fracture strain has a low value over the
entire thickness range. Plot B depicts a gradual change in fracture strain as a function of
film thickness. Plot C depicts a typical failure strain behavior for a material which
exhibits the critical thickness phenomenon. The critical thickness is the transition point
from brittle to ductile behavior.
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Figure 3-9 Schematic depicting the geometry for reflection spectroscopy experiments.
The polymer film is represented as the oval shape. This polymer film is atop a substrate.
A X-Y-Z co-ordinate system is marked for reference. This convention is used throughout.
Three principal measurement directions are shown. With a grazing angle incidence,
absorption in XZ and YZ planes is measured. Using a near-normal angle incidence,
absorption in the XY plane is measured. For unstrained films, symmetry dictates that X
and Y directions are equivalent. Therefore, XZ and YZ plane absorption measurements
are equivalent. To measure in-plane molecular orientation in films (no strain applied),
absorption measurements need to be performed in the XY plane using near normal
reflection measurements. For the case of absorption experiments on strained films,
without loss of generality, the straining direction is chosen to be along the Y axis. For
orientation measurements in strained films, absorption measurements can be carried out
in either the XY plane or YZ plane. XY plane is used for measurements in strained films.
4 Polystyrene Results
Polystyrene is a hard thermoplastic material. It is a commonly used polymer and is fairly
inexpensive. Polystyrene can be processed using a variety of techniques including blow
molding, injection molding and extrusion. Common applications of polystyrene include
the outside housing of computers - fabricated from a rubber modified polystyrene,
foamed polystyrene for packaging (Styrofoam), model cars, and clear plastic drinking
cups. Although used extensively in its rubber modified versions, virgin polystyrene is
extremely brittle and not suitable for practical applications.
Structurally, polystyrene is a vinyl polymer, with a carbon backbone and has one phenyl
group attached to it on every other carbon atom. The typical structure of a polystyrene
molecule is:
n
CH3 CH3
In bulk form polystyrene undergoes failure at a strain of less that 2-3%. As discussed in
Section 2.1.2, premature fracture of polystyrene is a consequence of the uncontrolled
crazing process which occurs due to strain localization within the polymer.
To demonstrate validity of critical thickness, polystyrene has been chosen as a model
polymer. Extensive studies have been carried out in past to investigate the micro-
mechanical deformation mechanisms in polystyrene thin films. 41 ' 60 Further, indirect
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experiments as described in Section 2.5, have been carried out to measure critical
thickness of polystyrene. Analytical models have been used previously to predict critical
thickness for this polymer. In this chapter, the results of bending experiments are
presented and a critical thickness value is determined. Further, infrared spectroscopy
results on polystyrene thin films vis-A-vis thick films are presented. The polystyrene
chosen is a commercially available Dow Styron grade with a molecular weight of 80,000.
4.1 Critical Thickness Results
4.1.1 Thin Film Fabrication
Polystyrene films of different thicknesses in the range from O.lpm - 1.5pm have been
prepared on three substrates: stainless steel, polysulfone and silver.* The solvents used
are toluene (for stainless steel substrate) and methyl-isobutyl-ketone (for polysulfone and
silver substrates). Spin coating is carried out for one minute at a spin speed of 1300 RPM
for films prepared on stainless steel substrate. For films prepared on polysulfone and
silver substrates a 2500 RPM spin speed is used. An acceleration of 425 revolutions/min2
is utilized in both cases. The film thickness is measured using a profilometer; the values
for film thickness and the corresponding solution concentrations are presented in
Appendix B.
4.1.2 Bending Test Results
First, bending test results for polystyrene films fabricated on a stainless steel substrate are
presented. In Figure 4-1(a-1) a picture of a 1.5plm film prior to strain application is
*-5gm film of silver is deposited on top of flexible polycarbonate.
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shown. The horizontal lines and speckles are due to the stainless steel. Application of a
2.3% strain to this film (strain in horizontal direction)* results in large vertical cracks as
seen in Figure 4-1(a-2)). These cracks are approximately 0.2-1mm across and are
noticeable even with the naked eye. In Figure 4-1(b-1) a 0.28pim film prior to strain
application is shown. Stainless steel substrate features are visible. Upon application of a
2.3% strain to this film, small cracks are observed (Figure 4-1(b-2)). These cracks are
approximately 20gm in length. These cracks are much smaller in size compared to the
cracks observed in the 1.5pgm film. Next, results for a 0.21 gm film are presented in Figure
4-1(c-1, c-2). At 5.3% strain the film does not crack as depicted in Figure 4-1(c-1). When
this film is strained to a value of 6.o% cracks appear (Figure 4-1(c-2)). The cracks are
most readily observable in the inset in Figure 4-1 (c-2). Therefore a change in polystyrene
toughness properties is already being observed. Whereas a film of 0.28im can sustain
only a 2.3% strain, a 0.21 gm film can sustain a strain of 5.3%. Finally, bending results on
a 0.1 lJm film are presented in Figure 4-1(d-1) and (d-2). At both 6.8% and 15% strain no
cracks are observed which suggests ductile nature of the thin film. In the last two figures,
the stainless steel bands and grain structure becomes more prominent.
In Figure 4-2, the bending test results for polystyrene films fabricated on polysulfone
substrate are presented. In Figure 4-2(a-1), the edge of a 0.3pim film prior to strain
application is shown. This 0.3gm film cracks at a 3.9% strain (Figure 4-2(a-2)). These
cracks are fairly large and extend several millimeters across. Figure 4-2(b) shows a
0.13gum film with a lip region, a typical characteristic of a spin coated film. In the lip
region, the thickness of the film is much more (four to five times) compared to the inner
For all the optical micrographs which show bending test results in this thesis, the direction of strain
application is horizontal.
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region. In this 0.13pgm film, cracks are observed only in the lip region and not in the inner
film. The cracks which are observed span the entire lip region and arrest at the film. This
observation provides a good comparison of fracture toughness of polystyrene in thin
vis-A-vis thick film form. In the film region which is thin, cracking resistance is much
higher as compared to the lip region which is thick. Further experimentation using this
film is not carried out since the substrate is observed to crack if the strain is increased. In
Figure 4-3, a 0.15 Rm thick film of polystyrene on a silver substrate strained to a 6.8% is
shown. Again cracks are only observed in the lip region and not in the inner film. Similar
to the case of polystyrene film on polysulfone substrate, further experimentation of
polystyrene on a silver substrate is not carried out since the substrate begins to crack.
In Figure 4-4, the strain to failure value is plotted as a function of film thickness
according to the bending tests. Two plots are shown for bending tests carried out using
stainless steel and polysulfone substrates. The lower plot (in solid line) depicts the
highest strain that is achieved at a particular film thickness. The dashed line depicts the
next incremental strain level at which failure is observed. For bending tests carried out on
a silver substrate only the solid line is shown. From these plots, it is clear that strain to
failure increases as film thickness reduces. A rather abrupt change in strain to failure is
observed at around the 0.1-0.2gm thickness. Therefore the critical thickness is -0.1gm.
From these results it is seen that polystyrene thin films below the critical thickness can
sustain >15% strain. This value of strain is attained for films fabricated on stainless steel.
The green region denotes the range of film thickness for which eventual failure in films is
not attained because of substrate limitations.
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4.1.3 Comparison of Experimental Results to Models
The experimentally obtained value of critical thickness for polystyrene is -0. m.
According to the energy based model presented in Section 2.2.1 the predicted value of the
critical thickness is 0.05gm. The mechanics based model presented in Section 2.2.2
predicts a critical thickness of 0.06gm. While the three values do not match up exactly,
the experimental value is of the same order of magnitude as the analytically determined
values. Considering the rather simplified nature of the models, the experimental and
theoretical values match up fairly reasonably.
4.2 IR Dichroism
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, in the present experiments, a dichroic difference is used to
assess orientation in polystyrene. As a reference, prior to presentation of experimental
results, a discussion on reference dichroic difference values for oriented materials is
carried out. Ideally, for a perfectly oriented material, the dichroic ratio will either be
infinity or zero. A more useful reference for practical considerations is taken from
literature. The dichroic ratio for a 100% elongated uniaxially oriented polypropylene is
estimated to be approximately 2.5.80 This value would correspond to a dichroic
difference of approximately 150%. Assuming linearity, a 10% extension would
correspond to a dichroic difference of approximately 15%.
Two films of different thickness values are considered. These two films are designated as
thick film (above the critical thickness) and thin film (below the critical thickness). The
* Although the mathematical forms of the orientation functions are rather complex and not linear, as a first
approximation, a linear correlation between elongation and orientation is assumed.
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thick film chosen is -2jtm and the thin film chosen is 50nm. In Figure 4-5, spectra
obtained for the two polarizations and the dichroic difference result are presented for a
thick polystyrene film (no strain application). From the dichroic difference, it is clear that
no orientation is observed in the thick film. In comparison, the dichroic difference result
for a thin film of polystyrene in Figure 4-6 also shows no substantial orientation effects.
Therefore, it can be inferred that orientation in films does not correlate with fracture
strain change for the thin vs. the thick film.
Further, to assess the nature of strain, a thin film (50nm) of polystyrene which is
elongated to 10% is considered. In Figure 4-7, the results for the thin stretched film are
presented. The peak observed at -3000 cm-' where orientation is observed corresponds to
stretching in the benzene ring. Besides this peak, no other absorption peak shows any
substantial orientation. The dichroic difference (<1%) is much less than what is observed
according to the reference (-15%). Accordingly, it is inferred that the extra extension in
thin films is attributable to plastic strain.
4.3 Summary
According to the bending test results, polystyrene has a critical thickness of
approximately 0.1 m. This value is comparable to previous results obtained using the
indirect test methods performed by VanderSanden and co-workers as well as to the
numerical value predicted using the analytical models. Further, according to the results,
at the critical thickness length scales polystyrene behaves in a ductile manner with a
strain to failure of at least 15%. Additionally, use of the different substrates for critical
thickness measurement has shown that the fracture strain value of polystyrene for
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different thicknesses is largely independent of the nature of the substrate material. In the
future, experimental methods which could test extension values substantially greater than
15% need to be designed since the draw ratio predicts an extension of >100% in
polystyrene.
Direct validation of critical thickness for polystyrene is a crucial step in utilization of this
phenomenon for applications. Since the analytical models accurately predict a critical
thickness for polystyrene, for other materials extensive experimental investigations may
not be necessary since these can be used to predict critical thickness. For polystyrene in
particular, thin films below critical thickness can be used directly in applications like
coatings. Commercial polystyrene materials without the standard rubber toughening
protocols can be envisioned to be used in practical applications: for example, foamed
structures and thin film applications.
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Figure 4-1 Microscopy results for bending tests carried out on polystyrene films which
are prepared on a stainless steel substrate. (a-1) 1.5pm thick film prior to strain
application is shown. Speckles and horizontal lines observed are characteristic substrate
features. (Note: This micrograph has been presented before in Section 3.1.3.) (a-2)
Brittle cracking observed in a 1.5pim thick film at 2.3% strain. Most cracks span the
entire vertical dimension of the picture. Cracks are several mm across. (b-1) A 0.28gtm
film prior to application of strain. Speckles and horizontal lines are characteristic of
stainless steel. (b-2) Cracking observed in a 0.28[tm film at 2.3% strain. Several cracks
have been labeled. Cracks are -20-30p.m across.
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Figure 4-1 Polystyrene films on stainless steel. (c-1) No cracking in a 0.21 gm thick film
under 5.3% strain. Speckles and horizontal lines are characteristic of stainless steel. (c-2)
Cracking observed in a 0.21pm thick film at 6% strain. Several cracks are observed
throughout the film. A magnified region is shown in the inset. Grain structure of the
deformed stainless steel is also visible. Typical crack length is -200um. These cracks
seem to have a character which cannot be classified as purely brittle or ductile. (d-1) No
cracking is observed in a 0.11 m thick film at 6.8% strain. Grains of the stainless steel
are visible. (d-2) No cracking observed in a 0.11lum thick film at 15% strain.
Characteristic grain structure of stainless steel dominates the view field.
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Figure 4-2 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on polystyrene films which are on
top of a polysulfone substrate. (a-1) A 0.3tm thick film prior to strain application is
shown. The film edge is visible. Several dust particles are observed (black spots). (a-2)
Brittle cracking is observed in a 0.3tm thick film at 3.9% strain. Several of these cracks
are labeled. The cracks are over several mm in length. (b) A 0.13ptm film is shown at
4.8% strain. Cracking is observed in the lip region. No cracking is observed in the inner
region of the film. (Note: this micrograph has been previously presented in Section
3.1.3.)
0.15 pm
Substrate
Film Edge
- Inner region
of film
E 6.8%
Cracking at edge, no cracking in inner region
Figure 4-3 Micrograph from bending test carried out on polystyrene which is on top of a
silver substrate. A 0.15Cpm film is shown at 6.8% strain. Cracking is observed in the lip
region. No cracking is observed in the inner region of the film. The cracks are -500%tm
wide extending throughout the lip region. (Note: this micrograph is similar to the one
presented in Section 3.1.3. Interpretation of structural features within the micrograph is
on lines similar to that discussed for Figure 3-7.)
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Figure 4-4 Plot of strain to failure as a function of film thickness for polystyrene
obtained from bending test results. Two lines are shown for bending tests carried out on
polystyrene films prepared on top of stainless steel and polysulfone substrates. The solid
line depicts the highest strain sustained at a particular film thickness. The dashed line
depicts the next incremental strain level (at which failure is observed). For bending tests
carried out on a silver substrate only the solid line is shown. In all cases, an abrupt
change in strain to failure is observed at around the 0.1-0.2gm thickness. For polystyrene
thin films on stainless steel substrate (below critical thickness) a strain of >15% is
sustained. This value of strain is attained for films fabricated on stainless steel. The green
region denotes the range of film thickness for which eventual failure in films is not
attained because of substrate limitations. (Error bars for all plots are according to the
analysis presented in Section 3.1.2. Error bars for data points corresponding to low strains
are not visible since they are buried in the marks that indicate the average value.)
Figure 4-5 Results of orientation study carried out on a polystyrene thick film (2.Oglm).
No strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two different
polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon subtraction of
the first graph from the second.
Figure 4-6 Results of orientation study carried out on a polystyrene thin film (50 nm). No
strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two different
polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon subtraction of
the first graph from the second. Peak at 2300 cm -1 is due to carbon-di-oxide.
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Figure 4-7 Results of orientation study carried out on a polystyrene thin film (50nm) at
10% elongation. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two different
polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon subtraction of
the first graph from the second.
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5 Poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane*
The poly-phenyl-methyl-silsesquioxane chosen for this study is a commercially available
condensation cure resin called 4-3136 which is manufactured by Dow Coming
Corporation. 4-3136 resin is a laminate binder and has been successfully used in
composites as a matrix material. In this study, 4-3136 is chosen due to three reasons:
First, this silicone resin has superior mechanical properties compared to many other
condensation cure silicone resins. Second, mechanical properties including fracture
toughness and physical properties of this material have been experimentally investigated
in detail previously.37 ' 55 Finally, experimental work to toughen this resin in bulk form
using a Phase-I/Phase-II method3 7' 55 has been carried out in past. Critical thickness tests
have also been carried out on 4-3136 in the McGarry lab previously. 84 4-3136 is therefore
a suitable candidate for critical thickness investigation since a fair amount of information
is already available on this resin.
The composition of 4-3136 resin is (PhSiO3/2)0.40(MeSiO3 /2)0.45 (Ph2 SiO)0.1o(PhMeSiO). 5.
4-3136 is synthesized by cohydrolisis of a stoichiometric mixture of
phenyltrichlorosilane, methyltrichlorosilane, diphenyldichlorosilane and
phenylmethyldichlorosilane in presence of excess amounts of water and acid. The
reaction is carried out to obtain a pre-polymer with a number average molecular weight
of approximately 1500. The pre-polymer is highly branched and has several unreacted
silanol ends which are utilized to form a crosslinked material during the curing cycle.
*Bending experiments carried out in collaboration with Mr. Andrew Satorius.
t In the text the condensation cure resin is identified by the commercial name 4-3136.
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5.1 Critical Thickness Results
5.1.1 Thin Film Fabrication
4-3136 resin films samples of different thicknesses (thickness range O.1pm - 20gm) are
prepared on stainless steel substrates using spin coating. The solvent used is
methyl-isobutyl-ketone. A catalyst, tin tetra butoxide, commercially available as Y-177
catalyst, is added in a 0.05 wt% ratio of the pre polymer. Spin coating is carried out for
one minute at a spin speed of 1300 RPM. An acceleration of 425 revolutions/min 2 is
used. The film thickness is measured using a profilometer. The values for film thickness
and the corresponding solution concentrations are presented in Appendix C.
After this step the films undergo a curing cycle. Multiple curing temperatures are utilized
to investigate how the curing temperature affects the mechanical properties. For the
curing cycle, first the temperature is increased from room temperature to 70C at a rate of
10°C/min. At 70°C the film is allowed to pre-cure for 30 minutes. Next, the temperature
is increased at 5°C/min to reach the final cure temperature. The films are then allowed to
stay at the cure temperature for one hour. Subsequently, the film is allowed to cool to
room temperature at a rate of 3°C /min.
5.1.2 Bending Test Results
Five curing temperatures for 4-3136 are selected for experimentation: 177°C, 200°C,
225°C, 250°C and 300°C. The curing temperature selection is based on prior information
available for 4-3136 resin curing in bulk form.3 7' 55 These previous publications indicate
that a cure temperature in the 200-225°C range results in the best performance for 4-3136
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resin. Additional cure temperatures for present study are selected in order to explore their
effect on mechanical properties. Optical micrographs are presented for bending tests
carried out on 4-3136 samples cured at three chosen temperatures: 177°C, 225°C and
2500C.
First, optical micrographs from bending tests carried out on 4-3136 samples cured at
177°C are presented in Figure 5-1. In Figure 5-1(a-1), a 2.4tm film is shown at 1.9%
strain, the lowest strain attainable prior to cracking. In Figure 5-1(a-2) it is shown that
this 2.41m film cracks at 3.0% strain. These cracks are observed to be brittle. They are
optically visible and at least 250tm in length. When the film thickness is reduced from
2.41m to 2.2pim a dramatic shift in fracture strain value is observed. Figure 5-1(b-1)
shows the 2.2ptm film without cracking at 13.6% strain. At 17.9% strain, the film cracks
in a ductile manner as shown in Figure 5-1(b-2). The ductile cracks in this figure are
-20-30ipm in length. In these last two pictures, the grain structure of the stainless steel
dominates the entire view field. Based on these bending tests, the critical thickness for
4-3136 cured at 177°C is determined to be 2.2tm.
Next, the sequence of optical micrographs for tests carried out on 4-3136 samples cured
at 225°C temperature are presented in Figure 5-2. For a 7.3pm film, the highest strain at
which no cracks are observed is 1.2% (Figure 5-2(a-1)). Large brittle cracks which are at
least 250prm in length appear at a strain of 1.9% strain (Figure 5-2(a-2)). As compared to
a 7.3gm film, a 5.71jm film shows no cracks at a 9.5% strain (Figure 5-2(b-1)). Cracks
appear at a strain of 13.6% (Figure 5-2(b-1)). These cracks are observed to be ductile and
much smaller than the brittle cracks observed in thicker films. The crack length is
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-20-30gm. Based on these bending test micrographs, a critical thickness value of -5.7gm
is determined for 4-3136 cured at 2250 C.
Finally, results for the 250°C cure temperature are presented in Figure 5-3. A gradual
decrease is observed in strain to failure value as a function of increasing film thickness. A
film of 19.5pm is observed to crack at 3.8% strain (Figure 5-3(a)). The crack length is
over mm. A 5.5gm film is observed to cracks at 9.6% strain as shown in Figure 5-3(b).
The crack length is -200pm.
The results of the bending tests are summarized in Figure 5-4. For films cured at 177°C
the critical thickness value is -2.2jim. A strain to failure of 13% is observed for films
below critical thickness compared to the failure strain of 2% observed for films above
critical thickness. For 4-3136 cured at 200"C a critical thickness of -4gm is observed. At
critical thickness, the strain transition is from 2% to 13%. The highest critical thickness
of 5.7gm is observed for 4-3136 when the material is cured at 225°C. Data for 250°C and
300°C cured 4-3136 films indicates a departure from critical thickness behavior. The
films cured at 250C show a gradual increase in failure strain from 3% for a 20pjm film to
a failure strain of 10% for a 4-5ptm film. For 4-3136 cured at 3000 C it is observed that
brittle fracture occurs for the entire range of film thickness. It is presumed that film
properties at 250C and 300°C deteriorate because of atmospheric oxidation of the
material at these high temperatures.
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5.1.3 Comparison of Experimental Values to Models
In order to compare the experimental value of the critical thickness for 4-3136 to an
analytical prediction, Equation 2-10 is used:
h, -+ k 2 )Ef Equation 5-1
,8(1- v 2)y2
For most polymers the material properties required in Equation 5-1 to predict an
analytical value for critical thickness would be easily available in literature. However, for
silicone thermosets it is not so. Even with 4-3136 resin which is one of the most studied
silicone resin, amongst the parameters in Equation 5-1 only the modulus (Ef = 1 GPa) 37
and yield stress ( = 80 MPa)3 7 have been measured previously. Values of other
parameters need to be assumed. Surface tension () of polymers is typically in the 0.03-
0.05 mJ/m2 range. Therefore, an average value of (y= 0.04 mJ/m2) is assumed for 4-3136.
In the crack resistance term ( f = y+klv/2 + ) it is assumed that (kl Ve12) term
dominates.* The crosslink density is assumed similar to that of an epoxy and therefore it
is taken to be (e = 250 x 1025 chains/m3 ), the constant k, is nearly same for all polymers
and equal to (7.1 x 10-5 J chain - m2 m'/2).41For most materials, the Poisson's ratio is close
to 0.3 and therefore this value is chosen for the 4-3136 as well (vf = 0.3). Assuming = 1
the analytically predicted value of critical thickness for 4-3136 is -1l m. Clearly, several
assumptions have been made in determining the critical thickness. The numerically
predicted value of l gm is the same order of magnitude as the experimentally obtained
values. As suggested in Section 4.1.3, further refinement in the model is required.
* An estimate for the p, term is not available.
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Further, it is useful to analytically examine the influence of curing temperature on critical
thickness using Equation 5-1. Experimentally it has been observed that an optimal cure
temperature (225°C) allows for the highest value of critical thickness in 4-3136. Below
this optimal temperature, the crosslinking reaction does not go to full completion.
Therefore the optimal crosslink density (ve) would not be achieved and hence according
to Equation 5-1, the critical thickness is predicted to be low. Above the optimal cure
temperature the critical thickness is anticipated to decrease because of material
degradation.
5.2 IR Dichroism
In this case, two films of 4-3136 are selected for comparison: a thick film (4[tm) and a
thin film (0.5pm). In Figure 5-5, the orientation results for 4-3136 thick film are shown
(no strain applied). In Figure 5-6, the orientation results for 4-3136 thin film are shown
(no strain applied). Comparing the nature of the two curves, specifically the broad peak in
the 1200-1000 cm -l region which corresponds to the silanol group, the shape of the peak
is different for thick vis-A-vis thin films. This compositional variation may be related to a
change in the network density of the material and consequently affect the fracture
properties. Additionally, the orientation effects in the thick vis-A-vis thin film are
compared. No significant orientation is observed in the thick film (Figure 5-5). In the thin
film, orientation is observed to a very limited extent (-1%) at the 1250 cm- ' peak (Figure
5-6). This level of orientation is much less than the reference orientation level as
discussed in Section 4.2. Most likely, orientation is not influencing the fracture strain
when a thin film is compared to a thick film.
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In Figure 5-7 orientation results for a thin film (0.51xm) elongated to 10% are shown.
Similar to the unstretched film, orientation is observed to a limited extent at the 1250
cm l1 peak. The nature of strain is classified as plastic.
5.3 Summary
According to the bending test results, the 4-3136 resin is observed to have a critical
thickness of -2.21xm when cured at a temperature of 177°C with a strain to failure of
-12%. For a 200°C cure, the observed critical thickness is -3.7g1m with a failure strain of
-12%. For a 225°C cure, the observed critical thickness is -5.7[tm with a strain to failure
of -12-13%. In all these cases, the fracture strain is observed to increase substantially in
comparison to bulk material fracture strain (-2-3%). Based on these results, 4-3136
essentially qualifies as ductile in thin film form. As the cure temperature is increased, the
fracture properties of 4-3136 deteriorate. For a 250°C cure, a gradual transition in
fracture strain of 4-3136 is observed as a function of film thickness. Further, for a 300°C
cure, the fracture strain reduces substantially across the range of film thickness tested.
The deterioration in fracture properties at high temperatures is most likely associated with
chemical degradation of the material. With a critical thickness in the 3-5ptm range,
4-3136 can be used for applications such as coatings. In order that 4-3136 has greater
application potential it would be useful to increase the critical thickness value. Such a
technique has been described in the next Chapter.
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E 1.9% E 3.0% \ \
No Cracking Cracking
2.2 pm
b-1 b-2
E 13.6% E 17.9% \1
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 5-1 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on 4-3136 films cured at a
temperature of 177°C. Stainless steel substrate is used. (a-I) No cracking in a 2.4pm
thick film at 1.9%. Structural features of the deformed stainless steel can be seen. (a-2)
Brittle cracking observed in 2.4gjm thick film at 3.0% strain. The two cracks which are in
the view field are labeled. The length of the crack is over 250pm. (b-1) No cracking in a
2.2tm film at 13.6% strain. Stainless steel grain structure dominates the view. (b-2)
Ductile cracking observed in a 2.2pm film at 17.9% strain. The three cracks have been
labeled. The crack size is -20-30tm. The film cracks are clearly distinguishable from the
substrate features.
7.3 pm
a-1 a-2
E 1.2% E L1.9%
No Cracking Cracking
5.7 pm
b-1 b-2
E 9.5% E 13.6%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 5-2 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on 4-3136 resin cured at a
temperature of 225 0 C. Stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking is observed in a
7.3p.m thick film at 1.2% strain. Structural features of the deformed stainless steel can be
seen. (a-2) Brittle cracking observed in a 7.3jtm thick film at 1.9% strain. The cracks are
over 250apm in length. (b-I) No cracking observed in a 5.74m film at 9.5% strain. View
field is dominated with deformation features of the stainless steel. (b-2) Ductile cracking
observed in 5.7ptm film at 13.6% strain. The cracks are marked by arrows. Two cracks
are labeled. These cracks are -20-30tm in length.
19.5 pm
a
E 3.8%
Cracking
5.5 pm
b
E 9.6%
Cracking
Figure 5-3 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on 4-3136 resin cured at a
temperature of 250'C. Stainless steel substrate is used. (a) Brittle cracking observed in a
19.5ptm thick film at 3.8% strain. The crack is at least 1 mm in length. (b) Cracking
observed in 5.5pm film at 9.6% strain. The crack is about 200pm in length. Grain
structure of the stainless steel substrate is visible.
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Figure 5-4 Strain to failure as a function of the film thickness for 4-3136 cured at five
temperatures. A critical thickness value of 2.2iim is observed for films cured at 177 0 C
with a strain to failure of 13% below critical thickness. For a cure temperature of 2000 C
the critical thickness is observed to be 4ptm with a failure stain of 13%. A critical
thickness of 5.7gtm is observed when the material is cured at 2250C. The 2500 C cured
films show a gradual increase in failure strain from 3% for a 20pim film to a failure strain
of 10% for a 4-5tLm film. For films cured at 3000C the strain to failure reduces
substantially for the entire range of film thickness. (Error bars for all plots are according
to the analysis presented in Section 3.1.2.)
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Figure 5-5 Results of orientation study carried out on a 4-3136 resin thick film (4pm).
No strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two different
polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon subtraction of
the first graph from the second.
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Figure 5-6 Results of orientation study carried out on a 4-3136 thin film (0.5gm). No
strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two different
polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon subtraction of
the first graph from the second.
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Figure 5-7 Results of orientation study carried out on a 4-3136 resin thin film (0.5gtm).
The film is at 10% elongation. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two
different polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon
subtraction of the first graph from the second.
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6 Molecular Engineering in Poly-phenyl-methyl-
silsesquioxane (4-3136)
A molecular engineering approach to improve fracture properties of 4-3136 resin is
presented in this chapter. While a critical thickness of -3-4pm with an allowable failure
strain of -12-13% for a silicone thermoset is a useful engineering result (as in 4-3136), it
would be desirable to further increase the critical thickness value. Even a marginal
increase in critical thickness will allow for much greater utility of 4-3136 in practical
applications. To increase critical thickness it is necessary to increase the intrinsic
deformation capability of the material. Chemical modification of the polymer at the
molecular scale can possibly result in such an increase. Such an approach is employed for
the 4-3136 resin. The process is described below followed by test results on the modified
resin.
6.1 Molecular Engineering: Chemical Modification
Chemical modification of polymers, although not trivial, has been utilized in several
instances to attain desirable mechanical properties. In particular, improvement in bulk
fracture toughness properties of silicone resins3 7' 55 including the 4-3136 resin has been
carried out using a Phase-I/Phase-II approach through addition of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). Phase-I modification is achieved by chemical reaction of the pre-polymer with
PDMS to increase intrinsic deformation capability of the resin. Phase-II modification is
the second step, in which PDMS is incorporated into the polymer as fine particles. For
molecular modification of 4-3136 a PDMS can be employed according to the Phase-I
methods described in literature.
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To chemically modify 4-3136, a suitable process step prior to curing has to be identified
so that PDMS can be reacted into the resin. Chemical modification of fully cured material
is not possible since it is crosslinked and therefore not chemically reactive. Since the
pre-polymer has several unreacted silanol ends, the PDMS can be reacted into it at this
stage. Upon reaction the PDMS will chemically attach to the pre-polymer through these
silanol bonds. The following factors need to be considered in order to select the proper
PDMS: first, the chosen PDMS should react with 4-3136. Second, other desirable
properties of 4-3136 like modulus, strength, high temperature properties, dielectric
properties and optical properties should be retained upon this chemical change.
A PDMS with a DP (Degree of Polymerization) of 57 is selected based on prior Phase-I
toughening work in bulk 4-3136.37' 55 This PDMS, typically referred to as KPE, is
reported to improve bulk fracture toughness of 4-3136 by a factor of three when added in
to the resin in a 1:10 ratio. The KPE PDMS can be synthesized by reaction of KP-80
fluid, available commercially from Dow Coming Corporation, and tetraethoxysilane to
form a triethoxysilyl end capped PDMS according to the following reaction:
CH3 CH3 O-CH 2CH3I I I
HO-Si/V V\Si-OH +2 CH3CH2-O-Si-O-CH3CH2I I I
CH3 CH3 O-CH2CH3
KP-80 Tetraethoxysilane
O-CH2CH3 O-CH 2CH3I I
CH3COOK CH3CH20-Si/V \/V Si-OCH2 CH3
I 3I
O-CH 2CH3 O-CH2CH3
KPE PDMS
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Once synthesized, the KPE PDMS is reacted into the 4-3136 pre-polymer.* For this
reaction, the ratio of the KPE to the 4-3136 is chosen as 1:10. This coupling reaction is
carried out in a 38 wt% solution of toluene at 95°C for several hours.t A standard round
bottom flask is used to carry out the reaction while stirring the entire solution using a
magnetic stir bar. After the reaction is completed, the product is dried until all toluene is
evaporated. The chemically modified pre-polymer, called as engineered 4-3136', at this
stage is in a form which can be used to make films.
6.2 Critical Thickness Results
6.2.1 Thin Film Fabrication
Engineered 4-3136 films of different thicknesses (thickness range 1 gm - 20gm) are
prepared on stainless steel substrates using spin coating. The solvent used is
methyl-isobutyl-ketone. A catalyst, tin tetra butoxide, commercially available as Y-177
catalyst, is added in a 0.05 wt% of the pre polymer. Spin coating is carried out for one
minute at a spin speed of 1300 RPM. An acceleration of 425 revolutions/min2 is utilized.
The film thickness is measured using a profilometer; the values for film thickness and the
corresponding solution concentrations are presented in Appendix D.
After this step, the films undergo a curing cycle. Multiple curing temperatures are utilized
to investigate how the curing temperature affects the mechanical properties. For the
curing cycle, first the temperature is increased from room temperature to 80°C at a rate of
* This experimental procedure has been carried out by the author at the Dow Corning research laboratory in
Midland, Michigan in collaboration with Dr. Bizhong Zhu.
t Overnight reaction is carried out.
* Chemically modified 4-3136 polymer with KPE PDMS is referred to as "engineered 4-3136" in the text.
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100C/min. At 80 0C the film is allowed to pre-cure for 30 minutes. Next, the temperature
is increased at 5°C/min to reach the final cure temperature. The films are then allowed to
stay at the cure temperature for one hour. Subsequently, the film is allowed to cool to
room temperature at a rate of 30C /min.
6.2.2 Bending Test Results
The range of curing temperature studied for engineered 4-3136 is 177°C to 4000C.
Optical micrographs of bending test results carried out on engineered 4-3136 prepared at
four selected curing temperatures are presented. These temperatures are 200°C, 300°C,
350 0C and 400°C.
In Figure 6-1, optical micrographs from bending test carried out on engineered 4-3136
cured at a temperature of 2000C are presented. Figure 6-l(a-1) shows a 7[tm film prior to
strain application. This film is observed to undergo brittle cracking (Figure 6-1(a-2)) at
2% strain with the crack length of -40-60jm. In Figure 6-l(b-1), a 4pim thick film is
shown which sustains a strain up to 4% without undergoing fracture. The same film when
strained to 4.5% is observed to undergo fracture (Figure 6-1(b-2)). The crack length is
N20pm. In comparison, a 3.21pm film sustains a strain of 15% (Figure 6-1(c-1)) and fails
in a ductile manner at a strain > 15% (Figure 6-l(c-2)). The length of the ductile cracks is
observed to be -20[rm. Based on these bending experiments, the critical thickness for
engineered 4-3136 cured at a temperature of 200°C is -3.2prn.
In Figure 6-2, the optical micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered
4-3136 samples cured at 3000 C are presented. A 16pm thick film does not undergo any
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fracture at 3.1% strain (Figure 6-2(a-1)) and fractures at a 3.9% strain with the presence
of brittle cracks (Figure 6-2(a-2)). The crack length is at least lmm. A 12pm film sustains
a higher strain of 4.5% (Figure 6-2(b-1)) and fractures at 6.3% strain (Figure 6-2(b-2))
with smaller cracks. The cracks in this case are observed to be -100gm in length. A
thinner film of 10gm sustains a much greater strain of 10.5% (Figure 6-2(c-1)) and
fractures at 15.5% strain (Figure 6-2(c-2)). According to these bending test results, a
critical thickness of -10ogm is determined for engineered 4-3136 cured at 3000 C.
In Figure 6-3, the optical micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered
4-3136 samples cured at 3500C are presented. A 16pm film does not fracture at 4.5%
strain (Figure 6-3(a-1)) whereas it fractures at 5.3% strain (Figure 6-3(a-2)). The crack
length is at least mm. A 12pm film sustains 6.3% strain (Figure 6-3(b-1)) and undergoes
fracture at 7.9% strain (Figure 6-3(b-2)). The crack length is -Imm. A 10m film is more
ductile which sustains a strain of 7.9% (Figure 6-3(c-1)) and fractures at 10.5% strain
(Figure 6-3(c-2)). The length of the crack is -100pm. A 5m thick film attains 10.5%
strain (Figure 6-3(d-1)) and fails at 15.7% strain (Figure 6-3(d-2)). The length of the
crack as observed is -50pm. For films less than 5pm thick the fracture strain remains
constant at 15.7%. Although with decrease in thickness a gradual increase in the fracture
strain is observed, a critical thickness of 5pm can be assigned to engineered 4-3136 cured
at a temperature of 350°C.
In Figure 6-4 the optical micrographs for bending tests carried out on engineered 4-3136
samples cured at 4000 C are presented. The strain to failure is 1.2% for a 16pm film
(Figure 6-4(a)). For a 4gm film, the strain to failure remains at 1.2% (Figure 6-4(b)). The
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cracks in both the cases extend the entire vertical dimension of the picture and are at least
1mm in length.
The results for the fracture properties of the engineered 4-3136 resin are summarized in
Figure 6-5. The critical thickness value for engineered 4-3136 cured at 177°C is 3m
with a strain to failure of -15%. The critical thickness increases to -4gm for engineered
4-3136 cured at 2000 C with a strain to failure of 15%. For the range of cure temperatures
225°C - 300°C a much higher critical thickness of -0lgrnm is attained with a strain to
failure of 15%. As the cure temperature is increased to 3250 C the fracture properties of
engineered 4-3136 deteriorate slightly. A gradual increase in the strain to failure from 4%
for a 15gm film to 15% for a 5tm film is observed in this case. Bending test results for
engineered 4-3136 cured at a temperature of 350°C are similar to bending test results for
a 325°C cure temperature. When cured at 4000 C the material loses its characteristic
toughness properties and behaves in an extremely brittle manner over the entire thickness
range. An analysis along the lines of what is presented in Section 5.1.3 can be used to
understand the influence of cure temperature on critical thickness of engineered 4-3136.
6.3 IR Dichroism
For this study two films are chosen: one above the critical thickness denoted as the thick
film (-15 gm) and another below the critical thickness denoted as the thin film (-7.5 gm).
In Figure 6-8, the orientation results for the thick film are presented. No significant
orientation is observed according to the curve for the dichroic difference. In Figure 6-9,
-2% orientation is calculated for the peak corresponding to the 1250 cm-, band. This
result is similar in nature to that obtained for the unmodified 4-3136 resin. In Figure
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6-10, FTIR dichroism results the thin film elongated to 10% are shown. No significant
orientation is observed. Therefore the nature of strain is classified as plastic.
6.4 Effect of PDMS Concentration
In this section the effect of PDMS concentration on fracture properties of 4-3136 is
studied. In addition to unmodified resin and modified resin (10% PDMS) a third 4-3136
containing 5% PDMS is tested. A cure temperature of 225°C is used for this study.
Strain to failure as a function of film thickness is shown in Figure 6-6. The results
indicate that the critical thickness value increases as the PDMS concentration increases.
While the unmodified 4-3136 resin has a critical thickness of 51m, the value increases to
6-7pim for a 5% PDMS modified 4-3136 and to 8-9pim for a 10% PDMS 4-3136.
Therefore the introduction of PDMS improves the intrinsic deformation ability of the
4-3136. It is useful to examine whether such a trend in fracture toughness is as predicted
by models. For this purpose Equation 2-10 is considered:
(r+ky}/2 + pp)Efh, k + )E Equation 6-1
(1 - vf )cry
Previous experimentation 37 carried out on bulk 4-3136 indicates that the Young's
modulus (Ef) decreases slightly as the PDMS concentration increases. Yield stress (cry)
for these materials has not been obtained, however the trend in flexural stress may be
considered in lieu. The flexural stress is shown to increase slightly with increase in
PDMS concentration. These trends in Young's modulus and yield stress as a function of
PDMS concentration do not explain why critical thickness should increase. In fact, if
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only the Young's modulus and yield stress variation is considered the critical thickness
value, according to Equation 6-1, is predicted to decrease as a function of increase in
PDMS concentration. Therefore other terms in Equation 6-1 need to be considered. It is
unlikely that the surface energy ( would change substantially so as to explain an
increase in critical thickness as a function of the PDMS concentration change. The
polymer backbone energy term k has a similar value for almost all polymers and
therefore cannot contribute to an increase in critical thickness. The crosslink density (e)
is unlikely to be impacted by PDMS incorporation. The Poisson's ratio (f) is not
expected to change either. Most likely, in this case the top term which denotes the work of
plastic deformation will be the one which is significantly impacted by PDMS
incorporation into 4-3136. This inference is reasonable since neat PDMS typically
extends to very large amounts and therefore can increase the plastic deformation
capability of the entire system.
6.5 Effect of Test Temperature
The effect of test temperature on the modified 4-3136 (10% PDMS) is studied in order to
determine the range of temperature for which the resin can be used in practical
applications. Two cure temperatures, 2250 C and 300°C, are selected for this study. This
selection is made since the modified 4-3136 resin shows the highest critical thickness
value when cured within this temperature range (tested at room temperature).
Three test temperatures are selected: -40°C, room temperature and 75°C. The strain to
failure as a function of film thickness is presented in Figure 6-7. The plots for the 225°C
cure show that the critical thickness value is -8pm and is largely independent of test
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temperature. Similarly, for the 300°C temperature cured films the fracture properties and
critical thickness are also largely independent of the test temperature. A slight increase in
critical thickness is observed with increase in test temperature for both cases (225°C and
300°C cures). Since the increase is minimal, it does not serve as a means to validate the
discussion of the influence of test temperature on critical thickness presented in Section
2.3.2. Nonetheless, the trend predicted by the analytical study does match the
experimental results obtained for engineered 4-3136.
6.6 Summary
It is shown that by chemical modification of the 4-3136 using 10% KPE rubber the
critical thickness of 4-3136 can be improved significantly. This technique of increasing
critical thickness falls in the paradigm of molecular engineering. The critical thickness of
engineered 4-3136 when cured at 177°C is 3m. The critical thickness at 2000 C cure
temperature is 4pm with strain to failure of >15%. Most remarkably, as the temperature
goes in the 225-300°C range the critical thickness increases to 10m with a strain to
failure of >15% (bulk fracture at 2-3%). The engineered 4-3136 clearly has superior
fracture properties over neat 4-3136 with a critical thickness which is twice that observed
in neat 4-3136. Further, engineered 4-3136 resin shows a high critical thickness value for
test temperatures from -40°C to 75C. These results demonstrate that the 4-3136 resin
can be essentially qualified as a ductile material. For thin films of engineered 4-3136,
with a 10pm critical thickness and a 15% strain to failure, the potential for use in
practical applications is greatly enhanced. Besides the current application as a laminate
binder, the material can now be used for coatings in structural materials. In addition,
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4-3136 family of materials can be used for practical applications like inter layer
dielectrics, structural materials and optical filters. In future, to access superior properties
further experimentation using molecular engineering techniques by PDMS incorporation
can be pursued.
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7.0 pm
a-2a-1
E 0%
No Cracking
4.0 pm
h-2b-1
E 2.0% /
Cracking
E 4.0% E 4.5%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-1 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered 4-3136 cured at a
temperature of 2000 C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) Film edge shown for 7gpm
film prior to strain application. (a-2) Brittle cracking observed in the 7pm thick film at
2.0% strain. Several cracks are observed amongst which three are labeled. Crack length is
-40-60pm. Grain structure of the deformed stainless steel is visible. (b-1) No cracking
observed in 41pm film at 4.0% strain. Regions on the left side as well as the right side are
not in focus. Grain structure of the stainless steel is visible. (b-2) Cracking observed in
4ptm film at 4.5% strain. The crack is on the top left corner. Crack length is -201am.
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b-2
3.2 pm
c-i c-2
E 15% E > 15%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-1 Engineered 4-3136 films cured at 2000 C. (c-l) No cracking observed in a
3.2pým thick film under 15% strain. Only the middle region of the picture is in focus. The
regions on the left and right are not in focus. Stainless steel deformation features
dominate the view field. (c-2) Ductile cracks observed in a 3.2gpm thick film with a
failure strain >15%. Only a vertical strip through the middle section of the micrograph is
in focus. A magnified region is shown in the inset which identifies the crack. The crack
length is -50gxm.
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16 pm
a-1 a-2
E 3.1% E 3.9%
No Cracking Cracking
12 pm
b-1 b-2
E 4.5% E 6.3% N /
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-2 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered 4-3136 cured at a
temperature of 300 0 C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking observed in a
16p1m thick film at 3.1% strain. Stainless steel features are visible. (a-2) Brittle cracking
observed in a 16jtm thick film at 3.9% strain. The crack spans the entire vertical
dimension of the micrograph and has a length of at least 1 mm. Stainless steel features
are visible. (b-I) No cracking observed in 12gpm film at 4.5% strain. Stainless steel
substrate features dominate the view field. (b-2) Cracking observed in a 12iim film at
6.3% strain. The two cracks are on the top right and the bottom left. Crack length is
- 100m.
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a-1 a-2
10 pm
c-1 c-2
E 10.5%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-2 Engineered 4-3136 cured at a temperature of 3000 C. (c-1) No cracking
observed in a 10pm thick film under 10.5% strain. Stainless steel features dominate the
view field. (c-2) Ductile cracks observed in a 10ptm thick film at a 15.5% strain. Several
cracks have been labeled.
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16 pm
a-1 a-2
E 4.5% E 5.3%
No Cracking Cracking
12 pm
b-1
E 6.3%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-3 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered 4-3136 cured at a
temperature of 350 0 C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking observed in a
16ptm thick film at 4.5% strain. Stainless steel features are visible. (a-2) Brittle cracking
observed in a 16.01am thick film at 5.3% strain. The crack spans the entire vertical
dimension has a length greater Imm. (b-l) No cracking observed in 12jim film at 6.3%
strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible. (b-2) Brittle cracking observed in a 12p.m
film at 7.9% strain. Two cracks are labeled. Crack length is at least Imm.
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10 pm
c-1 c-2
E 7.9% E 10.5% \\/ J
No Cracking Cracking
5 pm
d-1 d-2
E 10.5% E 15.7%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 6-3 Engineered 4-3136 cured at a temperature of 3500 C. (c-1) No cracking
observed in a 10pm thick film at 7.9% strain. Grain structure of stainless steel dominates
view field. (c-2) Ductile cracks are observed in a 10m thick film at a 10.5% strain.
Several cracks are labeled. Crack length is -100ýtm. (d-l) No cracking observed in a 5tm
thick film at 10.5% strain. (d-2) Ductile cracks observed in a 5CPm film at 15.7% strain. In
the inset a magnified view is shown. The crack length is -50jtm.
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15 pm
a
E 1.2%
Cracking
4 pm
E 1.2%
Cracking
Figure 6-4 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on engineered 4-3136 cured at a
temperature of 4000 C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a) Brittle cracking in a 15pm
thick film at 1.2% strain. Crack length is at least Imm. (Note: This micrograph is
previously discussed in Section 3.1.3.) (b) Brittle cracking observed in a 41am thick film
at 1.2% strain. Numerous cracks are observed throughout the sample.
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Figure 6-5 Strain to failure vs. thickness for engineered 4-3136 resin for several cure
temperatures. For a cure temperature of 1770 C, the observed critical thickness is -3[tm
with a strain to failure of approximately 15%. For films cured at 2000 C, the observed
critical thickness is -4gm with a strain to failure of 15%. For 2250 C cure temperature a
critical thickness of -9-10p~m is observed and for 3000 C cure temperature a critical
thickness of -10-11pm is observed. A gradual transition in the strain to failure as a
function of film thickness is observed when the films are cured at 3250 C and 350'C.
When cured at 4000 C, the material exhibits a very low strain to failure for the entire
thickness range. (Error bars for all plots are according to the analysis presented in Section
3.1.2.)
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Figure 6-6 Effect of PDMS concentration on the critical thickness of 4-3136. The films
are cured at 2250C. The strain to failure as a function of film thickness is plotted for three
resins: neat 4-3136, 4-3136 modified with 5% PDMS and 4-3136 modified with 10%
PDMS. A critical thickness of -4-5[tm is observed for the neat resin with a 13% strain to
failure. A critical thickness of 6gpm is observed for the 5% PDMS modified 4-3136 resin
with a 14% strain to failure. A critical thickness of 9-10m is observed for the 10%
PDMS modified 4-3136 resin with a 15% strain to failure. (Error bars for all plots are
according to the analysis presented in Section 3.1.2.)
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Figure 6-7 Effect of test temperature on critical thickness for engineered 4-3136 resin
films prepared at two cure temperatures (225°C and 3000 C). The strain to failure as a
function of the film thickness is plotted for three different test temperatures -400 C, room
temperature and 750C. The critical thickness is nearly independent of test temperature.
For films cured at 2250C, the observed critical thickness is -7-8pCm for the three test
temperatures. For films cured at 3000 C, the observed critical thickness is ~ 10-11lpm for
the three test temperatures. (Error bars for all plots are according to the analysis presented
in Section 3.1.2.)
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Figure 6-8 Results of orientation study in carried out on engineered 4-3136 thick film
(15p.m). No strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two
different polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon
subtraction of the first graph from the second.
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T3138-70v-*C-OA
Figure 6-9 Results of orientation study carried out on engineered 4-3136 thin film
(7.5jim). No strain is applied. The top two graphs show the IR spectra for the two
different polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant difference obtained upon
subtraction of the first graph from the second.
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Figure 6-10 Results of orientation study carried out on engineered 4-3136 thin film
(7.5p~m). The film-substrate combination is elongated to 10%. The top two graphs show
the IR spectra for the two different polarizations. The bottom curve is the resultant
difference obtained upon subtraction of the first graph from the second.
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7 Methyl-T-silsesquioxane Results
The Methyl-T* resin is an experimental silicone thermoset obtained from Dow Coming
Corporation. This resin has been developed as a potential candidate for a specific
commercial application - to replace silica as an interlayer dielectric in integrated circuits.
Methyl-T resin has excellent thermal resistance at very high temperatures. However, it is
extremely brittle which has prohibited its use in practical applications. Previous methods
to increase fracture toughness of bulk Methyl-T resin have met with limited success.
Therefore there exists a need to develop a robust method to increase fracture toughness of
Methyl-T resin. Hence, critical thickness investigation is being carried out for this resin.
The Methyl-T resin has a structure of (MeSiO3/2)n. The resin is synthesized by the
hydrolysis of methyltrichlorosilane. Mechanical properties of Methyl-T resin in the bulk
form have been studied previously. 57
7.1 Critical Thickness Results
7.1.1 Thin Film Fabrication
Methyl-T resin films of different thicknesses (thickness range O.1Im - 2.3pgm) are
prepared on stainless steel substrates using spin coating. The solvent used is methyl-
isobutyl-ketone. Spin coating is carried out for one minute at a spin speed of 1300 RPM.
An acceleration of 425 revolutions/min 2 is utilized. The film thickness is measured using
* From this point on, the methyl-T silsesquioxane resin will be identified as Methyl-T.
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a profilometer; the values for film thickness and the corresponding solution
concentrations are presented in Appendix E.
After this step, the films undergo a curing cycle. Multiple curing temperatures are utilized
to investigate influence of curing temperature on mechanical properties. In the curing
cycle, first, the temperature is increased from room temperature to 800C at a rate of
10°C/min. At 80°C the film is allowed to pre-cure for 30 minutes. Next, the temperature
is increased at 5°C/min to reach the final cure temperature. The films are then allowed to
stay at the cure temperature for one hour. Subsequently, the film is allowed to cool to
room temperature at a rate of 3°C /min.
7.1.2 Bending Test Results
The range of temperature used for curing the Methyl-T resin is from 200°C to 450C.
This range is selected based on prior information available for curing of the Methyl-T
resin in bulk form.57 Optical micrographs of bending tests carried out on samples
prepared at three chosen cure temperatures: 250°C, 275°C and 450°C are presented in
this section.
In Figure 7-1, the micrographs from the bending tests carried out for samples cured at
250°C are presented. The range of film thickness tested is from 0.4pim to 2.3pm. All
films sustain a strain of 11% without fracture and subsequently fail at a 15% strain. The
micrographs of the intact and fractured 2.3 gm film are shown in Figure 7-l(a-1) and (a-2)
respectively. The crack length as observed in Figure 7-1(a) is -50jgm. The micrographs of
the intact and fractured 0.4pm film are shown in Figure 7-l(b-1) and (b-2) respectively.
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The crack length as observed in Figure 7-1(b) is - 20m. Critical thickness of Methyl-T
resin at this cure temperature would therefore be higher than 2.3p m. Further bending tests
for films of thickness beyond 2.3ptm have not been conducted since reasonable quality
films could not be prepared using spin coating.
In Figure 7-2, the optical micrographs from bending tests carried out on Methyl-T resin
films cured at 275°C are presented. A 1.3pim film is observed to sustain a strain of 2.3%
(Figure 7-2(a-1)) and fails at 3.1% strain (Figure 7-2(a-2)). The cracks are observed to be
brittle and have a crack length of at least mm. A thinner film of 0.6ptm is observed to
sustain a higher strain of 4.5% (Figure 7-2(b-1)) and fails at 5.3% strain (Figure 7-2(b-
2)). The cracks observed in this film are much smaller having a length of -20gm. Further,
for a 0.4[tm film no fracture is observed till 6.3% strain (Figure 7-2(c-1)) with failure
occurring at 7.9% strain (Figure 7-2(c-2)). A magnified view of the crack is shown in the
inset. The length of the crack is -20gtm. Finally, a 0.2}xm film can sustain 11% strain
(Figure 7-2(d-1)) and subsequently fails at 14.5% strain (Figure 7-2(d-2)). According to
these experiments, the critical thickness value for Methyl-T resin cured at 275C is
-0.2-0.3[tm.
In Figure 7-3, optical micrographs of two Methyl-T resin films of thickness 1.3 and
0.4[tm cured at 4500 C are presented. For both thickness values, the maximum attainable
strain is 1.2% as seen in Figure 7-3(a-1) and (b-i) respectively. Both these films crack at
2% strain as seen in Figure 7-3(a-2) and (b-2) respectively. Cracks in these films are
observed to be brittle with a characteristic length scale of over 50ptm.
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The results of the bending tests for the Methyl-T resin films are summarized in a plot
(Figure 7-4). At the 200°C cure temperature, a consistent 25% strain to failure is achieved
for the entire thickness range tested. At the 250°C cure temperature, the strain to failure
across all thicknesses tested is also consistent at a lower value of 15%. According to the
bending test results, the critical thickness for Methyl-T resin cured at 2000 C and 2500C is
above 2.3prm. For 275°C cure temperature, a critical thickness value of -0.2[tm is
observed with strain reaching 15% before failure. For cure temperatures above 275°C the
Methyl-T resin properties deteriorate severely as shown in the strain to failure vs.
thickness plot for 300°C and 450°C cure temperatures.
7.2 Summary
According to the bending test results, the Methyl-T resin demonstrates a critical thickness
of over 2.31m when cured at a temperature below 250°C. Since it fractures at a fairly
high strain value (>15%), Methyl-T in the thin film form essentially qualifies as a ductile
material. In comparison, fracture strain for bulk Methyl-T resin cured at similar
temperatures is approximately 2.5%.57 Therefore as long as a cure temperature of less
than 250°C is selected, the Methyl-T resin can be utilized for practical applications like
inter layer dielectrics in which the thickness requirement is in sub-micron range.
Structural applications may also be considered. When cured at a temperature of 275°C,
the critical thickness value of Methyl-T resin reduces substantially to 0.2pm. Although
the 0.2ptm value is fairly low, it may be possible to use such a film in integrated circuits
as well. Further increase in the curing temperature leads to a very low fracture strain for
* An analysis along the lines of what is presented in Section 5.1.3 can be used to understand the influence
of cure temperature on critical thickness for Methyl-T resin.
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films across the entire thickness range. The low fracture strain in these cases may be
associated with chemical degradation of the material. In the future, to access superior
properties at higher cure temperatures for Methyl-T resin, molecular engineering by
PDMS incorporation can be pursued to increase its inherent deformation ability. PDMS
based toughening has been previously carried out for bulk Methyl-T resin. 57
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2.3 pm
a-i a-2
E 11%
No Cracking
0.4 pm
b-2b-1
E 15% /
Cracking
E 11% E 15%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 7-1 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on Methyl-T resin films cured at a
temperature of 250'C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking is observed in
a 2.3ptm thick film at 11% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible. (a-2) Ductile
cracks observed in 2.3jpm film at 15.0% strain. Cracks extend -100lpm across. (b-1) No
cracking observed in 0.4g1m film at 11.0% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible.
(b-2) Ductile cracks observed in a 0.4pm film at 15.0% strain. A magnified picture of the
crack is shown in the inset.
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1.3 pm
a-1 a-2
E 2.3% E 3.1%
No Cracking Cracking
0.6 pm
b-1 b-2
E 4.5% E 5.3%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 7-2 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on Methyl-T resin films cured at a
temperature of 275 0 C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking observed in a
1.3p.rm thick film at 2.3% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible. (a-2) Brittle
cracking observed in a 1.3pm thick film at 3.1% strain. Crack spans the entire vertical
dimension of the micrograph with a length of at least Imm. (b-1) No cracking observed
in 0.6p1m film at 4.5% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible. (b-2) Cracking
observed in a 0.6pm film at 5.3% strain. Crack length is -20-30pm.
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---
0.4 pm
c-1 c-2
E 6.3% E 7.9%
No Cracking Cracking
0.2 pm
d-1 d-2
E 11.0% E 14.5%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 7-2 Methyl-T resin films cured at a temperature of 2750 C. (c- ) No cracking
observed in a 0.4tm thick film at 6.3% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible.
(c-2) Cracking observed in a 0.4pm thick film at 7.9% strain. A magnified view of the
cracks is shown in the inset. Crack length is -10-20p~m. (d-1) No cracking observed in
0.2jtm film at 11% strain. Stainless steel grain structure is visible. (d-2) Ductile cracks
observed in a 0.2[pm film at 14.5% strain. Crack length is -201pm.
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1.3 pm
a-1 a-2
E 0% \ \ E 1.2%
Cracking only at the edge of the film Cracking in bulk
0.6 pm
b-1 b-2
E 1.2% E 2.0% \\\ I
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 7-3 Micrographs from bending tests carried out on Methyl-T resin films cured at a
temperature of 450'C. A stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) Micrograph shows the film
edge for a 1.31lm film prior to strain application. No cracking is observed in the inner
region of the film. Cracks are observed at the film edge. (a-2) Brittle cracking observed in
the inner region of the 1.3pm thick film at 1.2% strain. Crack length is at least 100pm.
(b-I) No cracking observed in 0.6pm film at 1.2% strain. Grain structure of the stainless
steel is visible. (b-2) Cracking observed in a 0.6pm film at 2.0% strain. The region on the
right side of the film is out of focus. Crack length is -40pm.
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Figure 7-4 Strain to failure as a function of film thickness for Methyl-T resin cured at
five different cure temperatures. For films cured at 2000 C, a consistent 25% strain to
failure is observed for the entire thickness range tested. For films cured at 2500 C, the
observed strain to failure across all thicknesses is 15%. For 2750 C cure temperature, a
critical thickness value of -0.2pm is observed with a strain to failure of 15%. No critical
thickness effects are observed in films cured at 3000 C and 4500 C. (Error bars for all plots
are according to the analysis presented in Section 3.1.2.)
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8 C-resin Results
The C-resin is a group of commercial optical coatings manufactured by SDC
Technologies Corporation. These optical coatings are used in several industrial
applications for abrasion resistance, impact resistance, index matching and optical clarity.
The C-resin can be applied on a number of substrate materials including polycarbonate,
stainless steel and acrylic materials for applications such as safety glasses, contact lenses
and automotive parts.
Detailed information on composition and structure of C-resin is not available.* C-resin
structure is known85 to be a silicone thermoset matrix (polysiloxane) with a large amount
of silica particles embedded within. Since the structure of the C-resin is rather similar to
silica, these polymers are optically transparent. With regard to mechanical properties, the
C-resin is highly brittle. The fracture toughness of C-resins, when used in bulk form, is
nearly equal to that of silica. However, the C-resin shows excellent mechanical properties
in thin film form. C-resin is being studied to ascertain whether the high film fracture
toughness for this material can be ascribed to the critical thickness phenomenon.
8.1 Critical Thickness Results
8.1.1 Thin Film Fabrication
Two C-resins are being studied. The first resin is named the MP-101 resin. The other
resin is named PF-1202. Both these resins are available pre-dissolved in a volumetrically
*C-resin is a proprietary commercial coating.
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known mixture of organic liquids/acids. To dilute the solution appropriate solvents in the
same volumetric ratio as present in the original mixture are added. Film samples of
different thickness (range of thickness is 0.1grm - 3pm) of these resins are prepared on
two different substrates: stainless steel and polycarbonate. Spin coating is carried out for
one minute at 1300 RPM for films prepared on stainless steel substrate. For films
prepared on polycarbonate substrate a spin speed of 2500 RPM is used. An acceleration
of 425 revolutions/min 2 is used in both cases. The film thickness is measured using a
profilometer; the values for film thickness and the corresponding dilution ratios are
presented in Appendix F.
The film is cured according to the following temperature cycle: First, the temperature is
increased at a rate of 5°C/min to reach the final desired cure temperature. The films are
then allowed to stay at this temperature for three hours. The films are then cooled to room
temperature at a rate of 3°C /min.
8.1.2 Bending Test Results for PF-1202
The curing temperature used for PF-1202 resin is 130°C. This curing temperature is
selected based on the recommendation provided by the manufacturer. Optical
micrographs of the bending tests carried out for PF-1202 are presented in this section.
First, the bending test results of the PF-1202 resin on polycarbonate substrate are
presented (Figure 8-1). A 1.2gpm film is observed to sustain a strain of 2.9% as seen in
* MP-101 solution composition: Water:12-14%, Methanol:30-32%, Isopropanol:20-22%, Acetic Acid:
3-4%, (Solids 31-33%).
PF-1202 solution composition: Water:12-15%, Methanol:7-9%, Ethanol:28-31%, PM Glycol Ether:
21-24%, (Solids 21-23%).
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Figure 8-1(a-1) and fails at a strain of 4% (Figure 8-1(a-2)). Large brittle cracks which
span at least mm are observed. Next, a 0.3gm film is observed to sustain a 4.8% strain
(Figure 8-1(b-1)) and fails at 6% strain (Figure 8-1(b-2)). Cracks in this film are much
smaller than those observed in the 1.2im film. The crack length in this case is -100gm.
Finally, a O.1 gm film is observed to sustain a strain of 6.8% (Figure 8-1(c-1)). Fracture in
this film occurs at 7.9% strain with a crack length of -50gm (Figure 8-1 (c-1)).
In Figure 8-2, the optical micrographs for the bending tests of PF-1202 fabricated on
stainless steel are presented. A 1.2im film prior to the application of strain is shown in
Figure 8-2(a-1). This film is observed to crack at 3.6% strain (Figure 8-2(a-2)). A thinner
film of 0.3 gm is observed to sustain a much higher strain of 6.1% (Figure 8-2(b-1)). This
film fails at 7.1% strain (Figure 8-2(b-2)). The observed crack length is -50gm.
The bending test results for the PF-1202 resin are summarized in Figure 8-3. The strain to
failure is plotted as a function of film thickness. Measured strain to failure values
properties are observed to be similar for PF-1202 films prepared on either of the two
substrates. For both cases, the solid line depicts the highest strain sustained at a particular
film thickness. The dashed line depicts the next incremental strain level at which failure
is observed. At higher thicknesses (0.5gm and beyond), the strain to failure is low (<2%)
indicating brittle behavior. In the 0.2-0.5gm thickness range, the strain to failure value
increases from 3% to about 7-8%. Below 0.2pm, the strain to failure is much higher
(>8%). Based on these results, a critical thickness of -0.2jim is determined for PF-1202.
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8.1.3 Bending Test Results for MP-101
MP-101 critical thickness measurements are carried out using bending tests. For MP-101,
the influence of cure temperatures on the fracture strain is also investigated. Cure
temperatures range from room temperature to 400°C. The bending results are presented
in Figure 8-4. For room temperature cure, the strain to failure value increases gradually
from 1-2% for a 1 gm film to -8% for a 0.2gm film. When cured at a temperature of
50°C, the fracture performance of the MP-101 improves significantly. The strain to
failure reaches 8-9% for a film thickness of 0.6gm. A critical thickness value of 0.6jim is
therefore determined based on the bending tests. When the curing temperature is
increased further, to 1000 C, the fracture performance slightly deteriorates. At this
temperature, a gradual increase in failure strain takes place, from 2% for a 3m film to
about 7-8% for a 0.3gm film. As the curing temperature is increased to 200°C and
beyond, progressively further degradation in fracture properties is observed. The critical
thickness at a 2000 C cure temperature is approximately 0.1-0.2im with a 4-5% failure
strain. At 300°C and 400°C cure temperatures, the fracture strain values are greatly
diminished over the entire range of film thickness.*
8.2 Summary
The C-resin experimental results have shown that a critical thickness of -0.2gm is
observed for the PF-1202 resin. For the MP-101 resin a critical thickness of -0.6[im is
achieved. In both PF-1202 and MP-101, the strain to failure below the critical thickness is
An analysis along the lines of what is presented in Section 5.1.3 can be used to analytically understand the
influence of cure temperature on critical thickness of MP-101.
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approximately 8-10%. This high strain to failure is a significant improvement over thick
films by a factor of -4-5. These results confirm that the C-resin thin film fracture
properties make them suitable materials for commercial coatings.
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1.2 pm
a-1 a-2
E 2.9% E 4.0% \\ /
No Cracking Cracking
0.3 pm
b-1 b-2
E 4.8% E 6.0% \
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 8-1 Micrographs from bending test results for PF1202 resin cured at 130'C. A
polycarbonate substrate is used. (a-1) No cracking in a 1.2pm thick film at 2.9% strain.
Small black spots in the micrographs are dust particles. (a-2) Brittle cracking observed in
a 1.2pm thick film at 4.0% strain. Crack length is at least Imm. (b-l) No cracking
observed in 0.3gm film at 4.8% strain. (b-2) Cracking observed in a 0.31pm film at 6.0%
strain.
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c-1 c-2
E 6.8%
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 8-1 PF1202 resin cured at 130 0 C. (c-I) No cracking in a 0.1 pm thick film at 6.8%
strain. A large dust particle is observed within the film. (c-2) Cracking observed in a
0.1 gm thick film at 7.9% strain. (Note: This picture is discussed previously in Section
3.1.3.)
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1.2 pm
a-i a-2
E 0% E 3.6%
No Cracking Cracking and delamination
0.3 pm
b-1 b-2
E 6.1% E 7.1% \\1
No Cracking Cracking
Figure 8-2 Micrographs from bending test results for PF1202 resin cured at 130 0 C. A
stainless steel substrate is used. (a-1) A 1.2gm film is shown prior to strain application.
(a-2) Brittle cracking observed in a 1.2gm film at a strain of 3.6%. Delamination of the
film is also observed. (b-1) No cracking observed in 0.3gm film at 6.1% strain. Stainless
steel grain structure is visible. (b-2) Cracking is observed in a 0.3gm film at 7.1% strain.
The crack length is -40pm.
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Figure 8-3 Strain to fracture as a function of film thickness for PF-1202 resin which has
been tested using two substrates: stainless steel and polycarbonate. For both cases, the
solid line depicts the highest strain sustained at a particular film thickness. The dashed
line depicts the next incremental strain level at which failure is observed. The observed
critical thickness is 0.2jtm. The highest value of fracture strain as observed on films
(below critical thickness) prepared on stainless steel is -8%. (Error bars for all plots are
according to the analysis presented in Section 3.1.2.)
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Figure 8-4 Strain to failure as a function of film thickness for MP-101 resin for several
cure temperatures. For room temperature cure, the strain to failure shows a gradual
transition across the entire range of film thickness. At a cure temperature of 50 0 C, the
observed critical thickness is -0.6[tm with a strain to failure of -9-10%. For 100 0C
curing, a gradual transition in failure strain is observed as a function of film thickness.
The critical thickness at a 2000C cure temperature is observed to be -0.1-0.2pm with a 4-
5% failure strain. At 3000 C and 4000 C cure temperatures, the fracture strain values are
observed to greatly reduce over the entire range of film thickness. (Error bars for all plots
are according to the analysis presented in Section 3.1.2.)
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9 Conclusions
The focus of this thesis has been to use critical thickness effects to achieve high fracture
toughness in macroscopically brittle polymers. The most significant outcome of this work
has been the direct validation of critical thickness phenomenon using thin films of several
chosen brittle polymers. In previously published results, critical thickness is inferred
through indirect experimental methods in which local thinning of polymers is achieved
within a bulk polymer. With the direct experimental evidence presented in this thesis, the
critical thickness hypothesis is substantiated to a much greater extent. This work has not
only opened up several new avenues for research relating to critical thickness and
polymer intrinsic deformation mechanisms but is also expected to impact polymer
toughening approaches in industry. Commercially, critical thickness can be exploited to
achieve fracture toughness in brittle polymers since this technique is generalized and not
material specific unlike current techniques. The non-material specificity of critical
thickness can greatly eliminate detailed materials chemistry studies and provide a
simplified approach to polymer toughening.
To analytically describe critical thickness, two models are developed in this thesis. The
first model utilizes an energy approach according to which a crack does not initiate if the
crack driving force is less than the crack resistance. Such a condition is shown to be true
for a brittle polymer at critical thickness. The second model is based on mechanics and is
a refinement of a previously presented model. The criterion of critical thickness
according to this model is that a minimum film thickness is required for typical fracture
features like crazes to exist within it. These models predict a fairly accurate value for the
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critical thickness when compared against experimental data. According to these models,
critical thickness is a monotonically increasing function of network density. This trend is
opposite to what is typically observed in bulk materials where fracture toughness
decreases with increase in network density. Such a result is of significance in thermosets
since they have an extremely high network density and are therefore expected to have a
high critical thickness. Also, using models, it is shown that critical thickness has very
little dependence on temperature below the softening temperature of the polymer.
In this thesis, critical thickness has been experimentally determined for polystyrene and
silicone thermosets. A new method to measure critical thickness has been developed. The
experimentally determined critical thickness for polystyrene is -O.l gm with a strain to
failure >15% (bulk failure strain is 2%). For silicones, it is shown that the critical
thickness is much higher. A silicone resin which is commercially used as a laminate
binder (4-3136) is experimentally determined to have a critical thickness of -5gm with a
strain to failure of -13% (bulk strain to failure <2%). Molecular modification of this resin
using functionalized PDMS is shown to increase the critical thickness of the resin to
-10pm. A high temperature silicone resin (Methyl-T) is shown to have a critical
thickness of over 2.3pgm with a strain to failure of 15% when cured at 2500 C.
Commercial optical coatings called C-resins are also shown to exhibit critical thickness.
Although, these results are not surprising since critical thickness is postulated as a
fundamental polymer property, the detailed characterization of critical thickness on a
number of polymers affirms that the postulate is valid and applicable to brittle polymers
in general. In the future extensive experimental investigations may not be necessary to
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quantify critical thickness for every brittle polymer. Analytical models can be used to
predict critical thickness.
Through this study several aspects of silicone resins come to light. The intrinsic
deformation ability of these polymers is much superior to what has been ascribed to them
in past. Clearly, with critical thickness in the 10 m range and a >15% strain to failure,
4-3136 qualifies as a ductile material. Therefore it suggests that bulk fracture properties
of these materials are dominated more so by extrinsic fracture features thereby causing
them to be much more brittle than typical carbon chain polymers. The significant
improvement in fracture toughness for these silicones by a simple reduction in the size
scale has several implications. Till now, the low fracture toughness of these silicones has
not allowed them to be used widely. With the demonstration of high failure strains in
these materials, it will now be possible to utilize these polymers for commercial
applications. Now truly, the silicone thermosets can be championed as materials which
combine heat and oxidation resistance of glass with the versatility of plastics. The most
direct use of these materials is as coatings. Use of these materials in fibers, multilayers
and structural plastics is also envisioned.
In the future, several potential avenues for research exist. The next step would be to test
for critical thickness phenomenon on unsupported polymer films. Such a task is
extremely challenging because of difficulty in fabrication of unsupported films at these
thicknesses, handling of such films as well as failure strain measurements. Another major
avenue for research is to study variation of characteristic properties (designated as
secondary properties in this thesis) like glass transition temperature, crosslink density,
molecular orientation and birefringence as a function of film thickness. Studying these
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properties would improve understanding of the intrinsic deformation mechanisms in
polymers at length scales below the critical thickness. Engineering tasks include
designing methods so that critical thickness effects can be used in practical applications.
Suggested applications are formation of fibers and multilayers. Another engineering task
would be to devise new methods to improve deformation capability within polymers
through molecular engineering methods described in this thesis.
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Appendix A
Substrate Material and Substrate Thickness Selection
There are several criteria which govern substrate selection amongst which the following
are the most important:
1. The ability of the substrate to flex to a reasonable strain value is a necessary
requirement for bending and elongation experiments. This requirement precludes
the choice of certain commonly used substrates like silicon and glass.
2. The substrate must be inert to the solvent being used for spin coating. For all the
materials in this study (except the C-resin), toluene and methyl-isobutyl-ketone
(MIBK) are been determined as the most appropriate solvents. Most polymers are
not inert to these two solvents and are therefore not suitable. An exception is
polysulfone which is inert to MIBK. Polysulfone has been used as a substrate for
making polystyrene thin films. C-resin solvents are a combination of organic
liquids and acids which are inert to stainless steel as well as polycarbonate.
3. Fabrication of high quality uniform thickness thin films in the micron to sub
micron range should be possible atop the selected substrate.
Based on these requirements, a high deformation stainless steel (#8 mirror polish) is
chosen as a suitable substrate. Stainless steel is inert to organic solvents and mild acids.
Stainless steel, as experimentally determined, allows fabrication of high quality films
atop it. The other substrates that have been chosen are polysulfone and silver which have
been exclusively used in polystyrene critical thickness experiments. For C-resin,
polycarbonate has been used as a substrate in addition to stainless steel.
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Substrate thickness is another important factor for these experiments. The following
points must be considered:
1. The substrate should be easily bent by hand for bending experiments. For
example, a stainless steel coupon with a thickness greater than 1.5mm would be
extremely difficult to bend by hand.
2. The substrate should be thick enough to provide sufficient strain when bent
partially or fully. For example, a 1mm thick material allows for the application of
approximately 25-30% strain when fully bent.
Based on these two requirements, a mm thick stainless steel substrate is chosen. A
1.5mm thick polycarbonate, silver and polysulfone substrates are chosen.
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Appendix B
Polystyrene Thin Films: Solution Concentration vs. Film Thickness
Table 1: Polystyrene film thickness as a function of the solution concentration used for
spin coating
Substrate: Stainless Steel
Solvent: Toluene
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gm/l) (gm)
1.0 0.07
1.5 0.11
2.0 0.18
2.5 0.21
3.0 0.28
3.5 0.34
4.0 0.45
6.0 1.5
Substrate: Polysulfone
Solvent: MIBK
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gm/l) (gim)
1.0 0.08
1.5 0.13
2.0 0.17
2.5 0.21
3.0 0.25
3.5 0.29
4.0 0.33
Substrate: Silver
Solvent: MIBK
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gm/1) (m)
1.0 0.08
2.0 0.15
4.0 0.3
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Appendix C
4-3136 Thin Films: Solution Concentration vs. Film Thickness
Table 2: 4-3136 film thickness as a function of the solution concentration used for spin
coating
Substrate: Stainless Steel
Solvent: MIBK
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gm/l) (Pm)
10 0.7
20 1.5
30 2.5
40 3.2
50 4.0
75 7.0
100 8.0
150 12.0
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Appendix D
Engineered
Thickness
4-3136 Thin Films: Solution Concentration vs. Film
Table 3: Engineered 4-3136 film thickness as a function of the solution concentration
used for spin coating
Substrate: Stainless Steel
Solvent: MIBK
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gm/l) (gm)
10 0.7
20 1.6
30 2.5
40 3.2
50 4.0
75 7.2
100 8
125 10
150 12
200 16
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Appendix E
Methyl-T Resin Thin Films: Solution Concentration vs. Film Thickness
Table 4: Methyl-T resin film thickness as a function of the solution concentration used
for spin coating
Substrate: Stainless Steel
Solvent: Toluene
Solution Conc. Film Thickness
(gml) (gm)
5 0.1
10 0.2
20 0.4
30 0.6
40 0.8
50 1.3
75 1.8
100 2.3
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Appendix F
C-Resin Thin Films: Solution Concentration vs. Film Thickness
Table 5: C-resin film thickness as a function of the solution concentration used for spin
coating
Substrate: Polycarbonate
Material: PF1202
Dilution ratio Film Thickness
(%) (gm)
100 6.0
50 3.0
16 1.0
9 0.55
4.5 0.28
1.0 0.06
Substrate: Stainless Steel
Material: MP 101
Dilution ratio Film Thickness
(%) (>mn)
100 3.0
50 1.2
25 0.65
10 0.24
5 0.12
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